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Fulton Theatre To Give
Film Acceptability Ratings

One Of Kentucky's

HE NEWS

Better Weekly Papers

The News has won awards for out
standing excellence every year It
has been submitted in judging conhats.
The Fulton Theatrs will, start immediately, advertising the aceeptabilit.tings of thefilms which will be
Fulton, 42041, Fulton
Volume Thirty-Five
shown in the future, and leave the decision up to the
a
attend
should
children
their
not
or
whether
parents
particular show.
The move by the Fulton.Theatre was hailed by all
segments of the communi+r as a giant step forward in
bringing about wholesome entertainment for our young

oration of Music Clubs, Protestant
Motion Picture Council, Schools
Motion Picture Committee.
During the past few years the
complexion of motion picture productions has changed quite a bit.
For years, motion pictures were
usually- directed to the entire
family. Now just as books are written for children, general consumption, and some adult reading, so
are the movies.
Just as change in dress and
0 other forms of expression have
changed and become more frank,
so have motion pictures, especially
Jottings
those intended for adult audiences.
It will be our intention throughFrom
out our publicity to advise parents
regarding the nature of the contents
in the motion pictures to be
shown," said Lewis Bizzle, manager. The theatre in no way intends
to take over parental responsibility, or supervision, but will advise
the parents and leave it to their
judgement.
The theatre will show the classification of each movie in the folCan't quite figure out whether
manner:
lowing
the remark was a compliment or
an insult, but somebody said to me
"A" rating for adults
the other day that I must be get"MY" rating for mature young
ting old, because my writings indiPeople
cate a mellowness; an apparent
desire to stay out of the fire of "Y" rating for young people
controversy.
That I am getting old is true. "GA" rating for general audience
When somebody asks my age these
(family)
days I pretend that I just can't
rating for children, unac"C"
born,
was
remember the year I
companied
which in itself is an admission of
creeping senility.
"NCA" rating for pictures on
no classification is
which
But if my writings have taken on
available.
the image of advocating nothing
but motherhood, the flag and apple
pie, it's certainly not because I'm
trying to avoid criticism. Heavens
forbid.
I am still the person who believes
that if you ever see an editor who
pleases everybody, he will be
neither sitting nor standing, and
there will be lots of flowers around
him.
"Reflections on t h e Christian
Actually, for the past several Life," will be the subject next Tuesmonths I have rather enjoyed the day, November 22, when the Wocommunity relations experiment man's Society of Christian Service
that I conceived for myself and for of the Paris District observes its
this newspaper. Having been so ac- amual "Day Apart."
lively involved in the Banana Fes- Formerly held during Lent, the
tival, where it was so vital to have event has been changed to the
the whole-hearted support and co- Thanksgiving season. Simultaneous
operation of every able-bodied services are being head in each of
citizen. I had neither the time nor the eight districts of the Memphis
the inclination to do much news- Conference.
papering, much less any "in depth" "Day Apart" for the Paris Disresearch into the usual unpleasant trict will be held at the First Methonews stories that crop up in every dist Church in Dresden, with Mrs.
J. H. Burkett of Jackson, Tennescommunity from time to time.
see, as the leader. Beginning at 9:30
My "experiment" was to work a..rn., the meeting will dismiss at
with, and alongside of, people in all noon with a sack lunch.
walks of life in this community to The program will be repeated in
determine where the real heart- a "Night Apart" for members of
beat and love and pride for this Use Wesleyan Service Guilds of the
community is really concentrated. district at 7:30 pm, also at the
Dresden church.
After the last-remnant of the BaMrs. Burkett is the wife of Dr.
nana Festival was put away and
H. Burkett, Superintendent of the
J.
the matter of writing "thank you"
District of the Methodist
Jackson
notes to the hundreds of loyal
Church. She has led many Quiet
workers began, I was reminded
Day
and
Day
Apart progracre. Mrs.
anew that the progress and growth Burkett has held offices in local and
of the twin cities has come about district Woman's Societies for a
not because of, but in spite of, a number of years, including that of
.hand full of people who are con- Secretary of Spiritual Life of the
spicuously absent when the hard Mernehis North District.
work is being done, but who are Those attending are asked to
prominently evident when it comes bring their Bibles.
time to bask in the limelight The niersary will be open.
brought about by somebody's else's
sweat.

jo's

Notebook

WSCS Observes
"Day Apart" At
Thaksgiving

But you know who complained of
exhaustion when the Festival was
over? It was not the folks who
drove nails, arranged the programs, sold tickets, licked envelopes, drove cars, handled the
traffic, set up chairs, decorated
Cabana City, built art displays,
cleaned dirty buildings, painted
signs, put up street decorations,
gave away bananas, manned food
concessions, gave hospitality to our
thousands of visitors, planned a
parade, a beauty pageant, a talent
show, a music fiesta, cleaned Festival headquarters on occasion,
spear-headed a transportation sys•
tern, acted as father confessor and
care-takers of the marimba band,
etc. etc. etc.
It was the very few people who
do not know the joy of getting up
early, work all day, and consider a
day well done when time worthy
deed is done.

Gift Shopping
To Be Easy At
WSCS Bazaar
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The Youth C'hoir of the First Baptist Church will attend a State
Youth Meeting in Bowling Green on
Friday and Saturday of this week.
There are forty one students from
the twin cities in the choir and they
will be accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Norman White and sixteen
other adults.
The Fulton choir will sing on Friday night with other choirs from
the state, which will make a combined choir of 3,000 voices. This
service will be held at the Diddle
Arena in Bowling Green, which has
a seating capacity of 13,500. Saturday morning will be spent attending youth meetings.
CHIEF BYRD
Joe Byrd has been appointed
South Fulton Chief of Police, according to an announcement made
by City Manager Henry Dunn. Mr.
Byrd has been with the police department for three and one-half
years.

imber 46

A close review of the auditor's
report of the Tennessee city reveals that collections in all departments of the general fund show an
increase, with the most sizeable
increase in the amounts received
for the eollection of garbage.
Here are the figures:
Water
Sewer
Garbage
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We Concur!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dixon
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Friends:
The Commission on Christian Social Concerns of First Methodist
Church wishes to take this means
of conveying to you our sincere
congratulations for a job exceptionally well done and to commend
you for your action in spearheading the drive to send Christmas
packages to our servicemen in Vietnam.
It is our feeling that this project
was one of Christian love in action.
We are aeare that the packages
contained far more than material
gifts. The message they will convey of concern, compassion, and
gratitude will be of inestimable
value to those men sharing these
packages from hame.
We appreciate the part which
you played to lead this project
through to successful completion.
Sincerely,
Commission on Chrinian
Social Concerns
des Rea its
/s/

1965
40,515.31
20,184.34
12,676.00

Prior to the change-over to the
council.manager form of govern.
ment, under which both Fulton and
South Fulton operate, municipal
expenditures for such items as
industrial procurement, advertising
and promotion and participation in
over-all civic affairs was a "taboo"
subject in a municipal budget.
• Now, both communities are as
much a part of the development of
community projects as is the
Chamber of Commerce, and with
financial assistance, too.
And why not?
Gone is the taxpayer who frowns

CLUB ORGANIZED
The 4-H Club of Carr Elementary
School was organized on Wednesday November 16 at the Farm
Room. The following officers were
elected: President, Myra Johnson;
MePresident, Carolyn
Vice
Glowen; Secretary, William Lee;
Reporter, Pam Brown. The club
selected grooming as the project
for the year.
GROW WITH FULTON I I I

1966
41,205.35
20,452.63
15,126.75

"Figures don't lie," is an old and
true axiom and it is made abundantly clear that South Fulton is a
city on the move, efficiently operated, vitally interested in community
promotion and progress.

AN EDITORIAL IN DAYTON . . Almost every day somebody brings
us an article published about the Banana Festival from some far on
newspaper. The editorial above was handed to us by Bill Fossett that
was sent to him by a relative. This is an answer to the hand full ot
critics of the Festival ... I "Vain. wired a Dayton newspaper write
about Fulton if all it did was see* industry?" Every community in
America is doing that .. but it takes a real program like the Banana
Festival to get this kind of attention from American and South American news media.

Baptist Youth Choir
Going To State Meet

Kote-Kent:ekryar:

"All records were found to be in good order and the
reports show that progress is being made in the control
of operations in the various departments of the city,"
Jay Nichpls, a public accountant reported in making a
thorough audit of the financial affairs of— the City of
South Fulton, Tennessee.
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South Fulton Audit Shows
RobustFinancial Condition
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That Old Kt'ot ucky Home

"Eileen. Kiv ," on
the dotes'. take! .

TWO SEC TONS

rneigrtsoitnY,

people.
"We appreciate it more than we can say," a member of the ministerial association said today.
The "Green Sheet" rating will be
used. This rating is a concenses of
a film board made up of representatives of these organizations:
Committee,
American Jewish
Association,
American Library
Daughters of the American Revolution, Federation of Motion Picture
Councils, General Federation of
Women's Clubs, National Congress
of Parents and Teachers, National
Council of Women, National Fed-

-

on justifiable expenditures when
such monies are expended to make
these communities more progressive and more economically sound.
This emphasis on community development is made clear in the
cash position of the City of Sopth
Fulton. The audit revealed that as
of June 30, 1966 the city had in
cash and invested funds a total of
••••
A special meeting for all citizens will be held at the City Hall,
Monday, November 21st, at
7. P. M. The purpose of this
meeting is for representatives of
Harland Bartholomew and Associates, City Planners, to explain
to you, the citizens, about this
very important project.
••• •
5159,105.67, a decrease of $10,892.65.
Yet, the audit also reveals that a
total of $39,598.00 was spent for
capital investments, Whicfi are not
operating disbursement items.
The $39,598.00 figure includes:
Remodeling of council room
$1442; new fire truck $4500: a 1966
Dodge aufbmobile $1299; a 1966
Ford $2596; an accounting machine
$7203; complete renovation of water
system, including treatment and
two new pu.nps, $25,000.00. When
(Cost used on P6ge WOW,

Larry Ader Hard-Working Chairman
Of Annual Drive For Boy Scout Funds
The Four Rivers Council, licuy
Scouts of America, has announced
the appointment of Larry Ader as
Community Campaign Chairman
for the Boy Scout Finance Cann
palgn to be held November 12
through the 26 in the Fulton-South
Fulton Area,
Mr. Ader will be ably assisted by
Ray Williams as Assistant Community Campaign Chairman; Louis
,Weaks. Special Gifts Chairman,
Mrs. Richard Bodker, Publicity:
Nelson Tripp, Prospects and Rating
Chairman; Joe Johnson, General
Solications Chairman; Dr. John L.
Jones, Arrangements Chairman.
and J. D. Faulkner, Audit Chairman.
e ;ohnson, General Solications
Chairman will be recruiting workers throughout this week.

The Boy Scouts of America is pot
a recreational movement; rather,
is an educational program dedicated to the responsibility of building better men for our community,
our country and the world. As an
educational movement the Boy
Scout of America benefits the entire community, contributing to the
general welfare of all people just
as does education.
In keeping with this aim, Scouting is open to all boys who have
the desire to join. Any boy can become a member by paying the
normal membership fee and subscribing to a few fundamental
principles. The appeal of Scouting
for boys lies in the opportunity it
offers for doing things that arc adventuresome and worthwhile, that
give a boy a sense of achievement

'Spiritual Energy'Will Be Examined
At Christian Science Public Lecture

Today, November 17, Is the date
of the Christmas bazaar being
staged at First Methodist Church by
members of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service. Hours are from
3:00 to 8:00 p.m. Coffee arid dessert
will be available during those hours,
and stepper will be served beginning
at 5:30 p.m.
Christmas decorations and Christmas gifts of all kinds will be on
sale, the items having been made
by the ladies of the church over the
past several months Included will
be aprons. pillow cases, don clothes,
stuffed animals, novelties, and various kinds of needlework and handcraft. There will also be a parcel
Gertrude E. Volguth
post booth and a white elephant
Christian Schnee Lecturer
Anyhow, I'm far from getting sole. The country kitchen wit] offer
mellow. Where my newspaper baked goods and other home-made the Board of Lectureship of The
First Church ot Christ, Scientist,
duties are concerned. I'm going to delicacies.
The public is invited.
in Boston, Massachusetts.
Pa* the news as it happens.

The question "Where Does
Energy Come From?" will be examined from the Christian Science
point of view at a public lecture in
Fulton on Friday, November 18th.
Gertrude E. Velguth, C. S., a
Christian Science practitioner from
Flint, Michigan, will be the speaker, under sponsorship of First
Church of Christ Scientist, ,The
lecture will begin at 8:00 p. m. in
the church edifice located at 211
Can Street, Fulton, Kentucky.
The lecture offers an explanation
of "spiritual energy" and describes
it as the basic divine force that
impels
human
and
progress
changes people's lives.
Mrs. Velguth entered the public
practice of Christian Science healing in 1945, resigning her position
as chairman of a high school arts
department in Flint, Michigan. She It's Boy Scout drive time in Fulton and If,. gentlemen pictured elaove are mapping out some mighty fine
is a graduate of the Conservatory peens to raise the $3000 quota. Left to right are: Rev. Homer E Johns central area chairman; Franks Mcof Music at Eastern Michigan Colchairman; Joe Johnson geeweral solicitation and Hugh Fly West area chairman.
lege. She is currently a member of Cam, east area
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHELING

EF

Editors and Publishers

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov.Edward T. Breathitt

Fulton County Gives Senator John Sherman Cooper
A Deserving Majority; We Like Mrs. Cooper Too!
Fulton County, like every county
except one (Logan) in the First District gave Republican Senator John
Sherman Cooper a resounding majority in his bid for re-election last
week. It was, as we said in reporting
the election returns, "an historic victory" for the distinguished Senator
who moved the "Democratic Rock of
Gibraltar" into the Republican column for the first time since the eightcounty Purchase District was deeded
to Kentucky by the Chickasaws in
1818.
And why shouldn't Fulton County have given Senator Cooper a victory? Here is a man who knows no
party lines in the exemplary conduct
of his office in Washington. For years
now Fultonians and Fulton Countians
have called upon likeable and able
Senator Cooper for all kinds of assistance (and received it) in local projects where Federal help is needed.
Nobody knows that better than
the editors and publishers of this
newspaper. Not only does Senator
Cooper pave every way for whatever
assistance is asked, but the request is
joined in enthusiastically by the dynamic and equally able Mrs. Cooper.
The success of the International
Banana Festival has been achieved
with the help of many outside interest. Our own Congressmen Frank Albert Stubblefield and Robert A.
"Fats" Everett and the Cooperc have
worked untiringly to coordinate our
international relations program with
the State Department, the White
House and all other governmental interests.

We say "the Coopers," because
"Lorraine," as she is called by her intimates, has become so interested in
our Banana Festival that its fame is
spreading all over Washington in the
highest diplomatic circles.
Well do we recall the many times
that we talked with such distinguished ambassadors as Ellsworth Bunker,
Douglas McArthur II, Jack Hood
Vaughn and others, only to have them
say: "Mrs. Cooper has told me all
about your Festival, and asked me to
help wherever I can."
The distinguished State Department grantees did not come here by
happenstance. It is not possible that
any Banana Festival official could
have gone to Washington to talk about
this distinguished cultural program
without having the door opened a little bit by our elected representatives.
Mrs. Cooper, with the aid and concurrence of her emminent husband,
often pried open doors that are firmly
closed to all but the most top level
diplomats and government big-wigs.
Yes indeed, we are gratified that
Fulton County showed its respect for
the distinguished gentleman from
Somerset by giving him a respectable
majority at the polls.
Of course any majority would
have been rather unusual for a Republican around here. .. for this is
Democratic country.
At least it was .. . and that's a
good bone for the Democratic powers
to gnaw on.
Anyhow, congratulations Senator and Mrs. Cooper on your well deserved victory. It couldn't happen to
nicer people or better friends of this
county and this Commonwealth.

Doc Townsend's Give-Away Plan Of Thirty Years
Ago Makes Him Look Like Miser Compared To Now
Remember old Doc Townsend?
Thirty years ago the doctor made
headlines and pin money by proposing that the government give $65 a
month to everybody over 65.
Unfortunately for Doc Townsend, he was born 30 years too soon.
Even in the midst of a depression, the
country was not ready for his brand
of liberalism. Today we may be. In
fact, today's schemes make the good
doctor look like a penny pinching
piker.
The latest liberal thought is that
the government should guarantee-an
income to everyone with enough
gumption to reach in the mailbox for
his dole. The amount of the income
varies from $3000 a year up, depending on which liberal thinker was the
last to take a puff from the pipe.
But why stop here? If being born
entitles a man to a sizeable income,
then running a business should entitle
a company to a reasonable profit.
This is obvious. If companies don't
make a profit, they can't hire the people who must pay the taxes to provide
the money the government will need
to write the checks for those who stay
home and wait for payment.
A reasonable profit is, say, 10
percent. Accordingly, the government should guarantee everyone who
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulten, Ky. 42041
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041.
A member of gm Kentudcy Prose Association
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
Wm first of which was founded in 1100.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Beet All Armond"
Weekly Papers.
Subscription Rates: $3.011 per year in Fultse
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obien and
Wisakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
itte United StaMs $4.011 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Seise Tax.

GET IT DONE

starts a business a 10 per cent profit.
Let's assume the average company
pays half of its income in wages, and
the average worker earns $5000 a
year. A company,then, should take in
$10,000 each year for every worker,
and for every worker the government
should guarantee the company $1,000,
or 10 percent profit.
Assume you want to start a business and plan to hire ten people. You
make your plans known to the government and the government immediately guarantees you $10,000. If you
are more ambitious and want to hire
100 workers, you'd be entitled to a
government guarantee of $100,000,
under such a scheme. In fact, there's
no-limit to ambition, or would there
be to your government guaranteed income. And why should there be?
The government pays people for
not working and pays people for not
growing crops. It's brilliant of you for
wanting to hire people.
For fulfillment this plan must
come from the right people. Therefore with a sacrificed pride of authorship it is commended to those who
would divide the nation's wealth productivity. In their hands it cannot
fail. Its possibilities are limitless. If
$3,000 a year or a ten per cent profit
will make men happy, why not double all antes and make everyone hilarious?
On the other hand, maybe we
should forget the whole thing. After
all, many of the give-away schemes
started out as someone's idea of a
joke.
—Action in Kentucky
When men speak ill of thee, live
so as nobody may believe them.
— Plato

It isn't the job we intended to do
Or the labor we've just begun
That puts us right on the balance sheet,
It's the work we have really done.
Our credit is built upon things we do,
Our debit on things we shirk,
The man who totals the biggest plus
Is the man who completes his work.
Intentions alone do not pay up our bills,
It is easy enough to plan
To wish is the play of an office boy,
To do is the work of a man.
Yesterday - is a cancelled check;
Tomorrow - is a promissory note;
Today - is ready cash, spend it wisely.
— From Sam Holly's Scrapbook

•migo1

Pikeville, Ashland, Somerset, HazFRANKFORT—
The approval of Federal grants ard. Morehead, Lexington, Madisonville,
Elizabethtown, Murray,
that will eventually total about
82.14 million to help in the con Bowling Green, Owenton and Covstruction of a 12-station education- ington. Federal funds for 11 staal television (ETV) network is one tions already have been approved.
of the most encouraging and prom- Approval for Covington, the 12th,
ising things that has happened to is expected soon.
Kentucky in recent weeks.
Total cost of the network will be
The overwhelming defeat of the
about $8.5 million, with the state revised state constitution proposed
providing its share from the sale of for adoption in the Nov. 8 election
revenue bonds.
came as a heavy blow to all its
This all means that we will go on proponents. I can only say at this
the air June, 1968, and by Septem- time, as I said immediately after
ber of that year, ETV signals will the election, that the people have
be finding their way into everyone spoken and we must cheerfully and
of Kentucky's 2,300 public and pri- in good grace abide by their vervate schools.
dict.
More than 776,500 children from
However, in 1947, I enlisted in the
the first grade level through high fight for a better constitution, and
school will have the opportunity to that enlistment is still in effect.
benefit from such courses as
Most leading opponents of the
remedial reading, basic mathe- proposed revision said they favormatics, and college algebra.
ed the idea generally but opposed
Adults will benefit, too, with certain provisions of the 1966
courses in business education, draft. In this spirit I now call upon
shorthand, teacher training, and all Kentuckians to join in a renewother job-oriented subjects.
ed study of our constitution, beAnd one of the most important cause no issue is ever settled until
phases of this program will be its it is settled right.
no-charge feature. No school—
public or private—will have to pay
In my belief, the most tragic ocfor the service. The only cost will currence of the November election
be for TV sets.
was the death less than two days
Kentucky, with 12 transmitters, before of John J. Moloney, Demowill have the largest, most com- cratic nominee for Congress from
prehensive statewide network in the Fourth Kentucky District, the
the United States. Presently, only most touching was the acceptance
one-third of the states have ETV by incumbent Frank Chelf, of his
networks, so we feel very fortun- party's call in its hour of need to
ate in being able to look forward to fill the vacancy on the ballot.
working with such a valuable tool. Frank had previously announced
The Kentucky stations will be at his retirement.
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beauty and menace.
conspiracy that could baffle the
THE TIME -BETWEEN THE C.I.A. — all packed into one of the
WARS, by Jonathan Daniels. Mr. wittiest, most tightly plotted mysterDaniels tells the story of the "boom ies of the year.
and the bust" years primarily in
HOW TO AVOID PROBATE, by
terms of people. Some of them Norman Dacey.
This book will revowere scoundrels, some heroes, a lutionize estate
By Brenda Rowlett
administration in
great many were unusual.
America.
tells
It
you how to avoid
For our library news this week, it is about courage and cowardice, THE SEARCH
FOR
delay,
the
expense
AMELIA
and publicity of
we won't take just one category of and about ordinary men rising to EARHART,
by Fred Goerner. What probate of your home, your bank acbooks to write about, but a few at great heights in extraordinary happened
to Amelia Earheart? count, etc.
random from fur new supply.
times.
Was she lost at sea? Was she capTHE DRIVE WITHIN ME, by Bob
Some of these books are as folTINKERBELLE, by
Robert tured by the Japanese? Was she a
lows:
Manry. This book tells how a spy? This book has a detective- Pettit. In this fascinating book
about
basketball, Pettit tells everyHELENA RUBINSTEIN: MY dream became a deed: how a mid- story quality in ft's account of the
thing he learned on the way up. He
LIFE FOR BEAUTY. This book is dle-aged, married and presumably author's search for the truth beshows once and for all that great
both her legacy and her odyssey. In sober copy editor of the Plain hind the mystery.
players are int born — they are
it, she gives away a unique and Dealer, of Cleveland, Ohio, hapTHE MUSIC SCHOOL, by John made, and by themselves, mostly.
priceless treasury
of
beauty pened to get the idea of sailing Updike. This is a collection of short HOUSE ON GREENAPPLE
secrets. In it, with a candor that across the Atlantic in a small boat, stories and are brilliant
revelations ROAD by Harold R. Daniels. This
she never previously allowed her- Tinkerbelle, and how he executed of character through
small inci- is a '
brilliant procedural detective
self in print, she tells the story of the voyage that made his idea a dents and suggest the
quality of the story.
her incredibly eventful and suc- reality.
world they tell about.
THEY CAME TO A VALLFY, by
cessful life.
THE ROMAN, by Mika Waltari. THE TRACES OF MERRILEE,
by Bill Gullick. This is an intriguing
THE SECRET OF SANTA VIT- A magnificent story of the Roman Herbert
Brean. This is a trail of story, a human drama of the
town
TORIA, by Robert Crichton. This world in the time of the Emperors America's
sexiest movie star (Mer- builders, the little people
is a big dramatic novel-roaringly Claudius and Nero. It is a superb rilee),
and the
her fears of a fate worse politicians: all struggling,
planning
human, comic, serious. It is about reconstruction of a time gone by— than death,
her nightmares that and often dying as they build a
war, love, laughter and intrigue— capturing all it's color, drama, literally
new,
come true, and a Hollywood vital way of life.

UJbrllryCoffnnaff

FROM THE FLLES.—

Turning Back The Clock—
November 16, 1946
The Coffee Shoppe, popular eating place on Main
Street, was purchased this week by Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Austin from Leon Hayden, who has been operating the
business after buying it from Raymond Gamble.
The new Fulton Tire Service has opened its store on
the corner of Fourth and Depot Streets. The old Newton
service station has been remodeled for the new firm.
Edgar Taylor is manager of the Fulton store.
Major Paul Hornbeak was guest speaker at the
Lions Club last Tuesday. Major Hornbeak, veteran of
World Wars I and II, recently returned to the States, after four years overseas with the Army Quartermaster
Corps.
The Rev. W. E. Mischke was returned to the pastorate of the First Methodist Church of Fulton, according
to announcement made at the conclusion of the Memphis
Conference in Humboldt last week.
Thirty members and two guests of the YMBC met
at Lakeview Club on Reelfoot Lake Tuesday night and
enjoyed a social get-together in connection with the
business session, which was presided over by the president, Robert Burrow. Hugh Fly, new club member, was
welcomed, and Grady Varden, Howard Strange, Wallace Shankle and Leon Hayden were accepted as new
members.

At nine o'clock Sunday morning, November 9, Miss
Martha Kathryn Floyd, daughter of Mrs. Robert Floyd
of Clinton, became the bride of David Ward Phelps,
son
of A. B. Phelps of Fulton. The double ring service
was
read by Rev. Robert Cunningham at Mt.
Moriah Baptist Church. A lovely wedding breakfast for the bridal
party, the families and a few close friends, was
held at
the Phelps home following the ceremony. They
will live
in Fulton, where Mr. Phelps is connected
with the Fulton Eure Milk Company. Mrs. Phelps, accountan
t at the
Hickman-Fulton Counties RECC at Hickman,
will continurwith her position for the present.
CAYCE: Several from Cayce attended the
of Miss Betty Bailey and Carl Billie Harrison wedding
in the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Fulton
last Sunday afternoon.
PILOT OAK: Forty men and women gathered at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wash Casey
last Friday afternoon and picked their cotton for them.
LATHAM: Donald Taylor arrived with
his family
and furniture from Illinois Thursday
of last week to
make his home in Latham with his mother,
Mrs. Ethel
Taylor. We welcome Donald and his family
back to Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goodwin announce
d the arrival of a son, born in Fulton Hospital
last Friday. He
will be called Danny Reece.
PALESTINE: Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder entertained with a party Monday night,
honoring Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Browder of Duncan, Okla.
There were 32
enjoying the evening playing rook and
flinch. A party
plate was served for refreshments.
ROUTE THREE: All the in-laws
of B. H. Lowry
helped to gather out corn for him last
Saturday. They
are very useful in an emergency.
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"Doc" Severinsen Will
Visit Murray Campus

iSS

dal
at
ive
U'the
on-

town (Lincoln) the display of the
Flag the Fourth of July was probably given about the same degree
of courtesy, and respect. Being a
native Nebraskan I would guess
that your town, whether it be little
Brewster, County Seat Neligh, or
Metropolitan Omaha, gave it about
the same "treatment" and display.
At noon the Fourth on a drive
from my office in downtown Lincoln to my home (3 1-2 miles) I
took time to count the Flags displayed on homes I didn't count the
number of homes, but the number
of Flags displayed was 21. I would
guess that I passed at least 300
homes, probably more since there
are some blocks with 5 or 6 homes
on each side of the street. Twentyone Flags displayed out of 300-plus
homes. That figures about one to
15 homes.
I will admit that the percentage
was much higher — a great deal

higher — at business places in which has given me more than my there could be area "captains."
Lincoln. This was probably true in share of everything, to the Country Under the captains could be "block
which has given me the chance to sergeants." It is not unlikely at all
your town, too.
be what I want to be, depending on that through such an organization
What has happened?
Carl "Doc" Severinsen, familiar
younga
was
ambition and ability.
every home and every business in
God-given
I
Time
when
—
was
What's happened to respect and
soloist on Johnny Carson's "ToI suppose if I were an editor to- any town could be contacted.
ster — that most every home disnight Show," will visit Murray kourtesy for our Flag?
all
I could through
played the American Flag, on the day I would do
State University Friday and SatThe proper 16 days to fly Old
Fourth or any other proper day — my editorial, news and personal
Maybe you can answer this. I
Master points and prizes will go urday (Nov. 18 and 19) to conduct
a
to
on
displaying Glory are:
porch,
columns
encourage
the
on
yard,
the
in
cannot.
to the winners of a duplicate bridge a clinic and perform with the unistaff. In Neligh we figured that the Flag. I suppose I'd even run a
tournament Nov. 18-20 at General versity marching band.
January 1
New Year's Day
All I know is that in recent years
those few homes which did not dis- most attractive house ad (that type
Butler State Park, Carrollton.
. January 20
Inauguration Day
Acclaimed as one of the ilorld's It seems that "old-time" courtesy
play the Flag were occupied by the of ad paid for and sponsored by my
February 12
Birthday
Three bridge sessions are plan- greatest trumpet players, Severin- has nearly disappeared — not
real poor who actually couldn't af- newspaper) to encourage the flying Lincoln's
Washington's Birthday February 22
ned and play is sanctioned by the sen will be the feature of the quite, but just about.
ford one. Yet, there were homes ef the Flag.
halftime
final
Sunday
band's
Easter
American Bridge Association, ac- marching
where people lived displaying the
And, I would probably go even
A few days ago was one of the
cording to Julian Walker, recrea- show Saturday afternoon at the
Mother's Day 2nd Sunday in May
Flag on holidays that we knew furti,er.
tion supervisor for the State Parks Murray State-Western Kentucky 16 days for everyone to display the
couldn't afford enough food for
I would hope that there would be Armed Forces Day 3rd Sat. in May
of
Fourth
the
—
Flag
American
Department. The Department is football game.
children, clothing to keep them some other individuals or organiza- Memorial Day Half staff until noon,
He will conduct the clinic Friday July. Of all the 16, the Fourth to
sponsoring the event as part of its
warm in the Winter, shoes to pro- tions in my town viho felt as strong- May 30
"Autumn Adventure" program of afternoon. High School band direc- me seems the most important .
June lt
tect their feet in all kinds of weath- ly on this — or more so — than I. Flag Day
tors from a five-state area have probably because the original verplanned recreation.
July 4
er. There were homes displaying If so, I would join with them in an Independence Day .
officially
the
of
was
sion
Flag
bring
and
been invited to attend
the Flag whose occupants never effort to have the Flag displayed at Labor Day 1st Mon. in September
Registration fee for the three their topsbrass students.
adopted at about the time our
17
September
had enough money to go to movies. every home and in front of (or on) Citizenship Day
bridge sessions is $7.50 and there
Severinsen will also participate country gained its independence.
October 12
Columbus Day
There were homes displaying the every business place in town.
are a number of choice lodge and in an informal concert Friday night
If your town — the homes, the
November 11
Flag wherein lived honest, respectIf not, I would hope I would take l'eterans Day
cottage accommodations available with the "Men of Note," a stage business places — was like my
able men, women and children who the time, money and effort to lead Thanksgiving Day 4th Thursday in
for the "grant slam" weekend, band sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha,
Nov 2either
never, in their entire lives, had an the "drive,"
Walker said.
a music fraternity.
December 25
automobile. But they displayed
With a leader — whether it be an Christmas Day
their Flag.
_ More information about this
editor, a minister, a banker, or a
display of the
proper
for
Rules
special events weekend may be
"common laborer," or whether it
What has happenea?
Flag can be found in numerous
obtained by contacting the Central
Now that hasn't bees too long be the commander of the local places ... in various encyclopedia,
office,
Reservations-Information
ago — 30 to 40 years. But it is "dif- American Legion or VFW post, or Boy Scout Manual, World Almanac,
State Parks Department, Frankany other organization — a camferent" today.
many dictionaries . .. and in case
fort. The number is (area code
My personal feeling is that the paign could be organized and car- you have none of these, your town
the
cities,
In
following
502) 223-2326.
Flag, and our Country and our her- ried to a successful completion to library or local school library can
toll-free phone calls may be made
itage are "taken for granted," like "organize" the flying of the Flag supply that information.
by dialing these numbers: Louisso many other things. For this I on the majority of homes and busand
building
remodeling
Even
Indusand
Science
Kentucky
This ends an old-fashioned man's
The
ville, 583-9796; Lexington, 2524913,
iness places in every city and vilfeel there is no excuse.
Eight Fulton County students are
thinking about the
and Covington-Cincinanti, 261-2643. amoung the more than 14,000 regis- try Procurement Corierence is set contracts, as well as maintenance
I suppose if I were editor of the lage in Nebraska ... and all of the way of the
available
are
for November 17 fnxn 8 a.m. to and supply contracts,
my American Flag. I hope it doesn't
tered for fall semester at Memphis 5 p.m. at the Executive Inn in through the General Services Ad- local newspaper — in a large or other 49 states . .. and I'd bet
end additional thought to this cornsmall town — I would try to cor- life on it.
State University.
minimal
Louisville. Industrialists in the Ful- ministration. GSA will be repre- rect it. I would feel it was part of
Under one leader, whether that ey idea of paying just a
"CORNER" OF FAME
Fall classes included students ton area are urged to attend the sented at the conference.
a country
my duty to encourage my readers leadir be an individual or an or- respect to the symbol of opporunifrom all 50 of the United States meeting.
conferthe
at
interest
special
Of
the
The Kentucky Heritage Commis- and more than a dozen foreign
to return to the "old-fashioned" ganization, area "colonels" could that has given us all
The conference will show how to ence will be $75 million in current way of patriotism to the Country be named. Under the colonels, ty to be free men and women.
sion reports that former residents countries.
sell the federal government, either Invitations to Bid and Requests for
of the Corner on Celebrities, an
Memphis State University, preNavy,
historical area of Frankfort, in- paring for an enrollment of more finished products or components on Proposals on hand with Army,
a contract basis, or through sub- Air Force, and Defense Supply
clude two justices of the U. S. Suthan 20,000 before 1970, is currently contracts with prime contractors.
Agency counselors. These will inpreme Court, nine U. S. Senators,
in the midst of a gigantic construc- The Louisville Chamber of Com- clude a number of "small purchase"
six representatives, seven ambastion project costing more than $20- merce is eosperating with the Ken- ($2,500 and under) packages currentsadors, three admirals and two
million. The construction project tucky Department of Commerce, ly available for award.
cabinet members.
will bring 11 new buildings to the the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
In addition, seminars on how to
University campus.
and Associated Industries of Ken- prepare to bid or proposal to a
Beginning this fall, classes began tucky in making this conference government contract will be held.
psychology and education doc- available to Kentucky manufactur- Ten Defense prime contractors will
Whitnel Funeral Home in
toral programs. Last fall, the Herif ers, suppliers, contractors, and bus). be available to discuss subcontractof Engineering on campus nessmen.
School
ing opportunities.
offers
expanded its curricula to offer The United States Government will
Other Federal agencies representand
mas- have representatives of every ma- ed at the conference will include
I). Prompt, courteous •mbus complete undergraduate
classes.
degree
ters
Energy Commission, DeAtomic
division
proits
of
jor purchasing
lance service with 2 staff memThe partial list from Fulton in- curement system on hand at the partment of Agriculture, Department
bers on duty at all times.
cludes: James Harold Bradley, conference. Practically every item of Commerce, National Aeronautics
Michael Harry White, Ford Charles manufactured in Kentucky falls into and Space Administration, Small
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
William Hampton all of Hickman. categories purchased by agencies of Business Administration, and Vetepolicies.
Linda Campbell, Marshall Allen the federal government.
rans Administration.
Burgess, Jo Margaret Powell,
Telephone 472.2332
Mary Jean Hinton and Jane Warren all of Fulton.

Eight County
Students Study
At Memphis State

PLAY
BILLFOLD
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Question!...What's Happened To The Old Feeling For Old Glory

A & P PRODUCT PRIZES
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
One FREE Game Slip Per
Store Visit To Each Adult

EXTRA GAME SLIPS TO
HELP YOU WIN

By Vern Scofield

Secretary-Manager, Nebraska
Press Association

LocalIndustriesInvited To
Procurement Conference

Southern Bell Telephone Has Films,
Programs, Lectures On Loan Basis

Southern Bell has just made
available the 1967 catalog of films,
programs, lecture - demonstrations,
and booklets that can be obtained
from the business office, according
to Larry Ader, local manager. The
new catalog lists a number of new
films and lecture-demonstrations
that are available from the telephone company on a free-loan
basis.
"We feel that the films and programs included in the new catalog
are some of the finest available
anywhere, and some of the films
have been awarded special recognitions by the film industry," said
Ader. For the safety-minded, two
new safety films explore causes of
back injury and sbps and falls.
"Facts About Backs" demonstrates
proper lifting positions and gives
some "Do's and Don'ts" about
carrying heavy objects and exercising. "Slips and Falls" is a light approach to the serious problem of the
hazards one encounters every okay
which could lead to serious injury
remitting from slips and falls.
"Beyond All Barriers" is perhaps one of the finest films ever
produced and has been duly recognized in internatonal Him competition. The demand for this film has
been so great that Ader advises you
to place your request some time in
advance.

The Leonard Bernstein Youth Concert Series has been expanded to
include four new offerings. Alter
states that these films "visually describe, explain, illustrate, a nil
demonstrate a variety of musical
compositions." Audiences to these
films are not only youth, as they
have been popular with adults, as
well.
Popular lectureilemonstrations are
still available and more have been
cdded. All the programs are designed to be entertaining as well
as informative. They are made
available by the tlephone company
without charge to clubs, civic organizations, schools, churches, and
other groups. Ader says to make arrangements to borrow films, and
other materiak, simply contact your
Southern Bell business office. "But."
Ader cautions, "to avoid disappointment, please place your requests
for programs as far in advance as
possible and include alternate dates
or alternate programs."

VISITORS THRONG TO AREA
The Tennessee Valley Authority
reports that 5.4 million visitors
have used facilities at the Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area this year.

Checks will be mailed Monday, November 21st for
all '66 Christmas Club Members! Smart Santas are
set for a merrier, care-free holiday.

Join our '67 Christmas Club. . . now!
A little cash saved each week brings
you a big check at this time next year
—You gift everyone on the list the
way you like. . with no worries about
money! Join now, be a care-free '67
giver.
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During 1966 Thrifty People Looking Ahead To This
Christmas Season Systematically Saved

$54,624.00
WITH A FULTON BANK CHRISTMAS CLUB

A FEW Of The MANY WINNERS IN THIS AREA

Get the habit of Systematic Saving and you'll give yourself a mer-

Edmond Khourie
Kenneth Vaughn
Willie Cruse
Mrs. Ruby Thompson
Earl Plumley
Camilla Kendall
Seldon Peeples
G. B.Baird
Mrs. Mayme Merryman

rier Christmas next year. Join our 1967 Christmas Club. Now!

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS
o GENII I (TOUR/ION • 6 YEARS OLD • 90 PROOF • $4

PER FO Eli

.),TIEL1U ANO BOTTLED BY HEAVEN Hill DISTILL( Mrs, INC
NARUsTOWN. NELSON COUNTY. KENTUCKY

FULTON BANK

Does Festival Story Travel Round? Here's How
Yule Package
For Soldiers
To Be Airlifted

Beauteous Vicki Hurd reigning Miss Tennessee and last year's Banana Festival Princess chats here with
famed Dr. Leonardo Tejada, a Festival visitor and famous artist and architect. Dr. Teiada talks with
Princess Vicki about the design of the Latin-American Friendship Center which the Civic Center Authority
has asked the famous artist to assist in designing. In a telephone conversation with Dr. Tejada, the Civic
Center Authority chairman learned that he would be returning to his home in Ecuador today, but will be
available for local consultation when the time comes.

BANANA FESTIVAL HITS LEXINGTON — This rnln'ature float depicting Fulton's Banana Festival was
entered in Fayette County's Little Kentucky State Fair by Lin Eckdahl, a seventh-grade student at Jessie M.
Clark Junior High School. The float builder is a granddaughter of Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon, Fulton, and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Eckdahl, Lexington. Mrs. Erkdahl is the former Mary Norma Weather.
spoon. The float won a third-place white ribbon.

Four County Students
Attend Western State
Four students from Fultqn county are among the 8,710 regularly
enrolled students at Western Kentucky University for the 1966-67
fall semester which opened September 10.

This marks the largest enrollJOB OPPORTUNITY
ment in the history of Western.
Last year 7,824 enrolled for the fall
In Ecuador, the most wanted
semester, making an increase of CARE self-help package
is a wood886 students this year.
working kit, to train vocational
The students from Fulton County school students for jobs as carpenare: Charles A. Everett, Jr., Don- ters. The tool set is delivered in the
name of donors who give $20 per
ald Richard Everett, Joyce Marie package to CARE, 1720 West End
Everett, Charles Dorsey Stunson. Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 37203.

All over Ecuador the word of the Festival will travel through the Kentucky Partners of the Alliance. Shown
here with Princess Vicki are Robert Hensley, chairman of the Kentucky Partners and Hasty Riddle, executive director of the Kentucky Hospital Association, both of whom attended the Festival.

Page 4
SCHOOLS IN sissioN
When U. S. schools close for the
summer, the school year is just
beginning in many countries overseas. Contributions to CARE, 1720
West End Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 37203, provide educational supplies for needy school children
from Latin America to Africa and
Asia.

ACHIEVEMENT HAZARD

MEDICAL ATTENTION
In the town of Telagh. Algeria, a
CARE-MEDICO team is running
the only hospital for 42.000 people,
in an area that formerly did not
have a single nurse or doctor. The
team is supported by contributions
to MEDICO, a service of CARE,
1720 West End Ave., Nashville,
Tenn. 37203.

. citeily can follow success if we become smug and
forget our friends and allies
. who helped us, according to
Dr. Oswald Hoffmann of radio's famed Lutheran Hour.

Education, job-training and increased food production are major
goals of CARE's Self-Help l'rogram, which gives needy people
tools and equipment to help them
feed and otherwise support themselves in the future. Dollars for the
Self-Help Program may be sent to
CARE, 1720 West End Ave., Nash•
ville, Tennessee 37203.

PARKWAY

DISTINGUISHED TRAVEL!

Each "room" is a

In 1966, the Kentucky Department of Public Information received the award from the National —
Association of Travel Organizations
for "distinguished travel promotion."

living room, bedroom,
terrace, dining,
kitchenette & Bar.
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Fred-crick Von Stange, producer
and director of the United States
Informatian Service gives a technical point to his assistant, both ef
whom were here to cover the Festival. Mr. Von Slang* advised the
Banana Festival president that the
film will be available for • premiere showing in the twin cities. It
will then be distributed to motion
picture houses and TV stations all
over the world. Date of the premiere showing will be announced
from Festival headquarters soon.

Overlooks
swimming pool.
Smart restaurants
for entertaining.
Your luxury suite at
the price of a room

Write today for

Dr. Stanley Wall Is
College System Head

folders: Weekend
Package Plan,
Commercial Brochure,
Convention-banquet

Dr. Stanley Wall, for 10 years associate dean of the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Heine Economics, has been named
to a _newly created position, associate dean of the University's cornmimity college system.
UK President John W. Oswald
said the need for an associate dean
of the community ()allege system
stems from its recent rapid growth,
both in terms of enrollment and
programs. Nine colleges with a total of about 5,600 students now are
in operation, and three raire are
in the planning stage.
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BETTER FUTURE

PUGGY

440_,

Postmaster Treas today an.
nounced that henceforth all first
class mail, personal sound recordings( voice letters), and parcels
weighing 5 pounds or less and
measuring not more than 60 inches
in length and girth combined, will
be airlifted on a space available
basis between the United States
and all military post offices overseas.
Also, under Public Law 89-725-Dulski Military Mail Act—
T
which was signed by President
Johnson on November 2, 1966, second class publications such as
newspapers and magazines published weekly or more often, and
featuring current news of interest
to the military, will be airlifted
from San Francisco to the armed
forces_ serving in Viet Nam.
Postmaster Treas explained that
parcels weighing 5 pounds or less
and not exceeding 60 inches in
length and girth combined, paid at
surface rates, will be moved by
surface transportation within the
United States from the points of
mailing to the port of embarkation.
To speed up separation and delivery of these smaller parcels falling within this category, Postmaster General Lawrence F.
O'Brien directed that all parcels be
clearly marked upon acceptance at
the post office with the letters
SAM (surface airlift mail).
This will eliminate the task of
reweighing and measuring the
parcels at the San Francisco Concentration Center prior to dispatch
to Viet Nam or other overseas
military port offices.
Postmaster Treas also reminded
mailers that Christmas parcels
neighing 5 pounds and under, .
though they are given airlift priority from San Francisco to Viet Nam
on a space available basis, should
be mailed no later than December
1. Airmail, he said, should be sent
no later than December 10.
The deadline for Christmas packages weighing more than 5 pounds
going to Viet Nam and other overseas military post offices by surface means is November 10.
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Highway Mishap
Fatally Injures
William Harrison
Funeral services for William II.
Harrisan, 55, of South Fulton, Tenn.,
who was killed in a car-tractor
accident near Fulton late Saturday
afternoon, were held Tuesday at 2
p.m. at the Smith St. Church of
Christ here.
Harold Neal and Kenneth Hoover
will officiate. Burial was in Wesley
Cemetery. Whitnel Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Harrison, who retired as an
Illinois Central Railroad conductor
in February, 1962, was a member of
the church.
- Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Edith Haygood Harrison; two detailtees, Miss Dotty Harrison of South
Fulton and Mrs. Mary Lee Sutton
of Charleston. S. C.; a brother, J. C.
Harrison of Moscow, and five grandchildren.
Mr. Harrison was killed and two
other men were injured when an
automobile crashed into a parked
trailer and tractor on Middle Road,
two and one-half miles west of Fulton. The accident occurred about
5:45 p.m.
Mr. Harrison's cousin, Jeff Harrison, who was driver of the tractor,
is in Fulton Hospital siffering from
shock, lacerations on his head and
other cuts and bruises.
Glenn Crittenden, 17, of South Fulton, who was driver of the automobile involved in the accident, also is
in Fulton Hospital. He suffered head
and ankle injuries.
Waiter Bequette, Fulton Rt. 3, suffered a fractured neck shortly after
the first accident when he ran his
automobile into a ditch to keep
from hitting the wreckage. He was
admitted to Fulton Hospital.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The follotving were patients in
Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday.
November 16, 1966:
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Grace Griffen, Mrs. Anna
Hardy, Mrs. J. B. Byrn, Miss
Teresa Perry, Mrs. Lillie Hodges,
Mrs. Mary Sensing, Mrs. Mae
King, Mrs. Thomas Coates, Arlie
Morris, Mrs. Tommy Scearee and
baby, Susan Bostick, Walter Bequette, Jr., Porter McClain, Gene
Bell, Mrs. Buford Walker, Mrs.
James Weatherspoon, Mrs. Lee
Snow, Mrs. Lula Hopkins, Mrs,
Bert Newhouse, Mrs. Ben Holland,
Mrs. Annie Barham, Mrs. Leon
Grissom, Mrs. Fred O'Neal, Mrs.
Lela Boone, Mrs. Archie Hornsby,
Clyde Batts, Jack Speight, Miss
Carolyn Dillon, Avery Hancock,
Walter Bequette, Mrs. Johnson Hill,
Mrs. J. D. King, Jeff Harrison, R.
A. Johnston, Carl Kimberlin.HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Beatrice Sheffer, L. D.
Baker, Mrs. Herman Vaughn, Mrs.
Ada Mills, Newt Melvin, Mrs. Mary
Mulcahy, Mrs. Grace Newton, Paul
Pennell, Mark McMinn, Mrs. Mary
Fortner, Bill Rease, Curtis Tharmon, Mrs. Donnie McKnight, Glynn
Roberts, Mrs, William Parker, D.
L. Douglas, airs. Johnny Jones
and baby, Mrs. Dick Voegell, Mrs.
Harry Gordon, Mrs. Beatrice
Hayes.
W. L. HOLLAND HAS SURGERY
W. L. Holland, Superintendent of
the Fulton City School System, is
recuperating from surgery at the
Memphis Baptist Hospital. According to all reports, Mr. Holland is
doing well. His room number is
746.

Happy Birthday
Mental Health
Problems Now
Nation's Concern
"Waiting lists for State mental
health facilities are not in any way
peculiar to Kentucky," says Dr.
Dale H. Farabee, Kentucky commissioner of mental health.
According to Farabee, "There
are 31,400 mental retardates seeking institutional care in mental
health facilities in the United
States. They have not been able to
gain admission because State facilities are filled to capacity.
"We have about 300 on our waiting list here in Kentucky, and it is
growing at the rate of approximately 29 new applicants a year."
Figures from the National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors show these waiting
lists in other states: Tennessee,
2,000; Georgia, 1,800; Arkansas,
700; Indiana, 1,400; Illinois, 2,200;
Ohio, 800 and Wisconsin, 200.
se
"Wisconsin has one of the best
mental health programs in the
country," says the commissioner,
"but their waiting list is almost as
long as ours."
There are only seven states or
territories which have not reported
waiting lists due to overcrowded
conditions, he added. They are
Rhode Island, Guam, Hawaii,
Idaho, Oklahoma, Iowa and Nevada.

Time Remains
To Get Free
Diabetes Test
"Only a few more days are left
in which Kentuckians can take advantage of the free urine sugar
tests being offered by physicians,
hospitals, and laboratories in Kentucky," Irving F. Kanner, M. D.,
Lexington, Chairman of the Kentucky Medical Association's Diabetes Committee, said today.
In cooperation with the American
Diabetes Association, the KMA is
sponsoring for the sixteenth year a
Diabetes Detection and Education
Week in Kentucky, during which
time a concerted effort is being
made to find as many as possible
of the estimated 15,000 Kentuckians
who unknowingly have diabetes.
All Kentuckians, even those who
may have had the test a year ago,
are urged by Doctor Kanner to
take advantage of the free tests before the week is over, at which
time the drive comes to a close.

S. P. MOORE lk CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1M4
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and TII•
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
-Jim Martin Points

The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the follaging friends:
November 18: Mrs. Sam Flowers, W. L. Holland; November 19:
Mrs. John Cplley, Jones Gamblin,
Rebecca
Jo Puckett, Tommy
Smith, Charles Whitnel, Jr.; November 20: Mrs. J. T. Brundige,
Mrs. Ed Lassiter, Mignon McKendree, Mrs. H. N. Strong, Jr.;
November 21: Jerry Creason;
November 22: Andy Batts; November 23: Mrs. Smith Atkins, Ivan
Brady, Linda Collier, Steve Holman, Norman Terry, Winnie Voegeli; November 24: Sandra Cashon, Jeffrey Clement, Rose Marie
Holman.

Fulton County
Members Attend
Regional Meet
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Advisory Board, Inc., involving the counties of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken, held a meeting in the
new City Hall Building in Paducah
on November 10, 1966. The group is
developing plans for a comprehensive mental health and mental
retardation program for the ninecounty Region.
A new trustee from Carlisle County, Charles J. Baker, Superintendent of Schools, was welcomed to
the Board's membership. Other
Board members present were: Dr.
H. W. Ford, Marshall; Mrs. Margaret Vick, Livingston; W. J.
Brien, Marshall;
David West,
Graves; Ben Humphreys, Calloway; Rev. John W. Piatt, Fulton;
Dr. Glynn Bushart, Fulton; James
Overby, Calloway, Judge J. L.
Walters, Ballard; and E. M. Gillian, Graves.
Also present were Mrs. Edna
Glenn, Regional Consultant; James
A. Daugherty, Kentucky Department of Mental Health; and Capt.
G. T. Forrest, Business Administrator, Region I.
Guests included Mrs. Mildred G.
Whipple of Fulton County; Rev.
William Porter, Calloway County;
and Mr. Wallace Baggett, Director
of the Paducah-McCracken County
Mental Health Center.
Important business completed by
the Board included discussions of a
Federal Staffing Grant for Regional
program, who will be a Boardqualified psychiatrist.
LIVES SAVED
Less than a week after a CAREMEDICO team in Malaysia cabled
New York headquarters for the
drug, gamma globulin arrived by
plane to combat a measles epidemic which was causing deaths among
children and young adults. Contributions to MEDICO, a service of
CARE, 1720 West End Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 37203, will help
doctors to continue their work in
Malaysia.

DEATHS

Student Hurt
When Cycle,
Car Collide

Waller Tuck

Walter Gilbert Tuck, 85, retired
farmer and retail merchant of the
Beelerton Community, died at 2:35
a. m. Tuesday, November 15 at the
Western Baptist Hospital in PaduJ. D. King, 58, a well known
cah.
South Fulton resident, died suddenHe was born in Dresden, Tenn.,
A South Fulton high school stu
ly of a heart attack on Friday af- the
son of Elina Hawks and James dent was in critical condition a
ternoon at his home at 114 Church
Albert
Tuck.
Fulton Hospital following an auto
Street. Mr. King was born on JanSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. mobile-motorcycle collision flea uary 30, 1910 in Fulton and was the
Lily Mullins Tuck; two daughters, here Monday night.
son of the late Mary Sue Todd and
Mrs. Lena Emge of Louisville, Mrs.
William King.
Injured is Gary Ferguson, abou
Mary Brown of Cincinnati, Ohio; a
Mr. King was a veteran of step-daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Baker 15, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dee Feral:
World War II, a member of Mar- of Paducah; two step-sons, Robert son, South Fulton.
shall Alexander Post No. 72, Amer- Mullins of Clinton and Doyce MutThe accident occurred on High
ican Legion and a member of the lins of Cincinati, Ohio; five grand- way 51, one and one-half mile
Three C Sunday School Class of the children and eight great grand- west of Fulton.
First Baptist Church,
children; a brother, Lonnie A.
The car, driven by Barry Erwir
Services were held at 2:30 p. m. Tuck of Water Valley.
24, Sharon, Tenn., was travelin
Sunday at the Hornbeak Funeral
He was a member of the Unity
• •.•
Home Chapel, with Rev. W. W. Baptist Church. Services will be
Gary was rushed to the Fulto.
Kitterman officiating. Interment is held Thursday at 2 p. m. at the
in the Obion County Memorial llotnbeak Funeral Home Chapel. Hospital, then transferred to th
Gardens.
Interment will be in Rock Springs Baptist Hospital in Memphis, Tue
day morning.
Active palbearers were - Mal- cemetery.
• ••
colm Bell, Aaron Butts, Robert
Bell, Dan Henry, Don Henry, Wilwest when it came up behind th
liam Killebrew, 0. K. Gurley and
motorcycle.
Johnson Hill.
Mr. Erwin said he didn't see
Mrs. George Gordon has received light on the cycle and was right bt
Survivors include his wife, the
word
of
the
death
of
Denner
Morformer Mary Rose Weaver, a son
hind Ferguson %their he first sat
Billy Joe King of South Fulton, two ris, her nephew, of Tulsa, Okla- him.
daughters, Mrs, Robert Taylor of homa, Saturday. Funeral services
Erwin said he attempted to pas
South Fulton and Mrs. Bob Giles of and interment were at Tulsa.
the boy but as he did the boy turr
grandchilLaCenter, Ky., and five
ed toward a wholesale 'florist sho
dren, Karen, Janet and Rodney
on the left side of the highwa
Taylor and Kathy Kay and Cindy
striking the right front fender of th
King, all of South Fulton.
auto.
The motorcycle and the boy wer
Also surviving are a brother,
over an embankment.
Carl King of South Fulton, four
'Erwin and Mr. and Mrs. Chuc
sisters, Mrs. Jeff Grissom, Rt. 5,
Fulton; Mrs. Carl Robey, Route 3,
Kart!, owners of the florist shot
Fulton; Mrs. Marvin Laird, Fulton
-searched for the boy for seven
Route 3: and Mrs. Gaylon Brooks
minutes before finding him lyin
The \VMS of the Mt. Carmel Bap- face down in a foot of water in
of Harris Station.
Mr.and Mrs. Russell
tist Church held its regular monthly six-foot hole.
•
meeting Thursday evening, NovemThe boy was unconscious and ri
ber 10, in the home of Mrs. Charles portedly had water in his luny
Bennett with eight members and when he was examined at the ho:
one visitor present.
pital.
The meeting was opened with a
Sersices for Mrs. Myra
The Tennessee Highway Path
Bondurant, 60, were held on Sun- recitation of the watchword in uni- investigated the accident.
day, November 13 at the Cayce son and prayer by Mrs. Hiram
thodist Church with Rev Lath- Brown. Devotional thoughts were
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Russell, Wingo, Kentucky will er A. Clark officiating. Interment taken from Matthew 13:33.
DOCTOR SHORTAGE
be honored by their children with a reception celebrat- was by Whitnel Funeral Home was There was a very interesting and
Afghanistan has only 1 doctor fo
inspiring report on the Baptists in
ing their 50th Wedding Anniversary on Saturday, No- in the Cayce cemetery.
Mrs. Bondurant, who was a mem- Japan, with all members taking every 53,279 persons, against
vembtr 26 at the Woman's Club House in Wingo. ber of the faculty at Fulton County part on the program. President, U. S. ratio of 1 for every 645 pet
Friends and relatives are invited to call between the High School, died at the Obion Gen- Mrs. Charles Bennett was in charge ple. American and Canadian dm
eral Hospital following a short ill- of the business session. Reports tors sent by MEDICO, a service t
hours of two and five o'clock in the afternoon?
were given by all committee chair- CARE, are helping to train mor
ness.
The couple was married on November 12, 1916 at ...She
was born in Fulton County, men. A special report was given on Afghan physicians. Help fight sicl
performing
Dukedom, Tennessee with Squire Thacker
the daughter of the late Willie Carr. the Clear Creek Baptist School. It ness and disease in Afghanistan b
was decided to send a donation this sending contributions to NIEDICt
the ceremony. Their attendants were Opal Russell, sis- Her mother, Mrs. Clara McClellan month
to the school.
a service of CARE, 1720 West En
Carr survives.
ter of the bride and Arvil Forester.
Other Survivors include her hus- Plans were male,to have a study Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 37203,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell are the parents of three chil- band, Maurice Bondurant; a son, of the book' "Beneath the Himaon November 29, with Miss
dren, Mrs. C. C. Summerville (Ethelyn), Toledo, Ohio; Faurice Carr Bondurant, Murray layas"
Mabel Helm in charge of the disMrs. L. W. Lawrence (Edith), St. Louis, 'Missouri and State University student.
cussion.
The program was closed with a
Eugene Russell, Murray, Kentucky.
prayer by Mrs. John Sheppard. DeThe couple has spent most of their married life on
licious refreshments were served
their farm in the Wingo community. They are faithful
during the social hour that followed.
members of Little Bethel Baptist Church and Mrs. Rus- Harold Williams died last ThursNovember 10, in the Mayfield
sell is active in W. C. T. U. and the Wingo Homemakers day,
SYMPTOMS OF NEED
Hospital. Funeral services were
Club.
held in the Mt. Pleasant Church of
Heart
attacks are almost unheard
with
afternoon,
Saturday
Christ
Bro. 0, D. alcKendree of Mayfield of among patients treated by a
CARE-MEDICO
hospital team in won •
officiating. Burial was in the
Santa Rose de Copan, Honduras,
AcNnulas Installed
church cemetery.
probably due to the lack of animal
Mr. Williams, 45, was a farmer, protein in their diet and their phyborn
in
of Route 2, Wingo. He was
sical labor. Malnutrition and intesGraves County, the son of Mr. and tinal parasites are the most comMrs. Early Williams. He was a mon ills seen by the American docmember of the Mt. Pleasant tors and nurses, whose work is supThe handicapped children of KenTELEVISION
Church of Christ.
ported by contributions to MEDItucky, Illinois, Tennessee, and MisSurviving are his mothef, Mrs. CO, a service of CARE, 1720 West 306 Main Phone 472-3643
souri will be assisted again this
Toy Shelby Williams of Route 2, End Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 37203.
year by the tenth "Telethon of
Wingo; Three uncles, one aunt and
Stars" sponsored by your Lions
several cousins.
Clubs in the Channel 6 viewing area.
Tan Say!Wm deliclouel

J. D. King

Mrs. George Gordon

Mt Carmel WMS
Enjoys Meeting
With Mrs.Bennett

Popular Wingo Couple To Observe Mrs.Myra C.Bondurant
50th Wedding Anniversary Nov. 26

Harold Williams

SERVICE
REPAIRS

Ed Ames Again To Top Stars On
Lion's Club Telethon For Youth

This unusual and most interesting
15 hour telethon begins at 10:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 19th, and will
continue all night and until 1:00 p.m.
Sunday, November 20th. The handicapped children themselves will
malce appearane at various intervals during the telethon and their
command performance will be Sunday morning as usual when they
will have an opportunity to display
their many talents and abilities.
Professional talent from New
York, Hollywood and surrounding
area will consist of FA Ames. who is
more popularly known as "Mingo"
on the famous "Daniel Boone Show"
on TV each Thursday at 6:30 p.m.;
Dorothy Olsen, the "Singing School
Teacher" who does such a tremendous job working with the handicapped children while they are on the
show; Luba Lisa, known for abundant talent on stage, screen, radio
and TV as a singer, dancer and
e.ss; June Valli, one of the finest vocalists from coast to coast,
known for her many appearances
with outstanding perfoi IfInfb en
radio, TV, night clubs and recordings; Lois Johnson, famous country
music artist; and Bun Wilton, funny
man of the Grand Ole Opery farne,
and an abundance of additional
popular performers will make As a
facinating 15 hour continuous show.
Each Lion Club throughout the
Channel 6 area will be accepting and
recording the donations for the
crippled children. The money donated from each state will be distributed to the handicapped children
centers in the state from which it is
donated. The telephone numbers
them each city, where the oantraim
tions can be made, will be stsown
frequeney on the seems. A large
battery of telephones will be operated in Paducah, recording the
pledges and contributions from the
entire area as the weious Lion

ROPER

Mac Doughty
Word was received of the death
of Mac Doughty of Paragould,
Arkansas. He was the brother of
Mrs. P. C. Jones of Fulton. Mrs.
Jones, who is a patient in the
Obion General Hospital at Union
City, was unable to attend the funeral.

Lewis Piglosky
Louis J. Piglosky of St. Louis
ED AMES
died on Saturday October 29. Mr.
Piglosky was the brother-in-law of
Clubs call them in so the names of Mrs. Ona Harper of Rt. One, Fulthe contributors can be shown on ton.
the screen as fast as possible.
Lion Club officials state that they
expect to collect $100,000 during this
telethon and that this amount is
urgently needed to assist those children already under treatment and
that many other ctidklren are waiting for physical. speech and occupational therapy that need financial
assistance.

Family Reunion Set
For Two Families
The descendants of the late
!sham Griffith and wife, Annie
Parish Griffith and Caleb J. Wilson are having a basket luncheon
and reunion at Bible Union Community Center. one mile east of
Latham on Saturday, November
26, 1966.
All kin are expected to be there,
including several distant relatives
from Missouri.

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. lEy.

Fulton Insurance Agency
VOL YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
FARMERS LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
296 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Oscar Chambers
Oscar Chambers, age 90, died at
9:45 p. m. Wednesday, November
9, at his home at 405 Taylor street.
Mr. Chambers was born in Obion
County, Tenn., on April 16, 1876
and was the son of the late Albert
and Sarah Morris Chambers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Cassie E. Maddox Chambers; six
daughters, Mrs. Lillian Jackson,
Mrs. Verna Bransford of Fulton;
Mrs. Mabel Johnson of Cayce;
Mrs. Christal Bryant, Chicago;
Mrs. Lennie Mitchell, Detroit; Mrs.
Evie Harrell, Chicago, and two
sons, Hobart Chambers of Detroit
and Wilford Chambers of Hopkinsvile, 28 grandchildren, 35 great
grandchildren and 12 great-grandchildren.
Mr. Chambers was a member of
the Jacksonville Masonic Lodge
and the Freewill Baptist Church,
where services were held with Rev.
J. T. Tate officiating. Interment by
Vanderford Funeral Home was in
Fairview Cemetery.
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Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try,isn't it?

6 years old.
90 PROOF
1/?„
85
F/W $15
4

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. SO Proof h 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowatone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
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FOOD NOTES
by
Mrs. Anna C. Thompson
Fulton County Home Demonstration Agent
THANKSGIVING
Here are some tips from USDA's
Consumer and Marketing Service
on buying major ingredients in the
Great Thanksgiving Dinner, according to Mrs. Anna C. Thompson,
Fulton County Home Demonstra:ion Extension Agent.
TURKEYS To get the most for
your money, buy big turkeys — 14
pounds or heavier. Larger size
turkeys have more meat in proportion to bone than the smaller birds,
and they generally sell for a few
pennies less per pound.

chopped nutmeats — pecans, roasted almonds, filberts, or cooked
chestnuts.

Kentucky 'dr
11,987 acres

USDA food experts suggest that
you buy at least V2 pound or readyto-cook turkey with bone for each
person you plan to serve, and make
cup stuffing for each pound of
ready-to-cook turkey.
If you plan to use left overs for
sandwiches, creamed turkey, and
casserole dishes, you can double
the turkey allowance. This will
save time on other meals.

Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky 40241
Dear Editor:

The Fulton Band Parents Club
would like to take this opportunity
to express its deepest thanks to the
A & P Food Store, Big Yalu Super
Market, A. C. Butts & Sons, Gilbert's Super Market, E. W. James
& Sons Super Market, M. Livingston & Company and Piggly-Wighere are some recipes from gly for their generous donations of
USDA food experts. Each recipe food for the spaghetti supper held
makes 4 cups of stuffing.
on November 10th.
SAVORY BREAD STUFFING
3 tablespoons butter, margarine
or poultry fat
"4 cup chopped celery
3-tablespoons chopped parsley
2 tablespoons chopped onion
1 cup soft breadcrumbs
2 teaspoon savory seasoning
1
/
ti teaspoon salt
pepper as desired
Melt fat in fry pan. Add celery,
parsley, and onion. Cook until tender. Add fat and vegetables to
Lreadcrumbs. Add seasonings. Mix
lightly but well

We als• wish to thank your paper
for the fine publicity you gave this
event.
•
Thanks are also due to the citizens of the community, who so
graciously bought tickets.
I would personally - like to express my gratitude to Mrs. J. A.
Poe and Mrs. R. E. Hyland, who
served as Co-chairmen of the
event; to Mrs. Shelton Owens, Mrs.
L. M. McBride and Mrs. Don Sensing. who so ably handled the sale
of tickets; to all the members who
donated pies or worked and to the
band members who assisted in so
many ways.

Kentucky DepL of Natural

MICRO NUTRIENTS IMPORTANT
TO MODERN AGRICULTURAL

Resources

Division of Forestry supervises
forests comprising some 47,000 acres?

the State

OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
NEMATODE
RESULTS OF
RESISTANT BEANS IN
OBION COUNTY

TEN HIGH is Hiram Walker Bourbon.
True Bourbon. Great Bourbon. Sip
it slow and easy. Enjoy this exCeptional
86 proof straight Bourbon whiskey.

Cotton Quotas
To Be Decided
In Referendum

Mr. Harold Millet.. Soil Specialist,
University of Kentucky says that
on minor element use these elements should be used only 'to
remedy specific deficiency situations. The general use of minor
element materials to meet non specific crop requirements is not recommended.
They recommend the use of specific minor elements in a fertilization program to meet special plant
requirements under special crop
situations. Where these element
deficiencies have been observed
this probably will warrant such
use. If a minor deficiency has not
been demonstrated, there is no
basis for a minor element recommendation, certainly a farmer
should not add to his production
cost unless he has a reasonable
chance of getting returns from this
expenditure. To say that the continued use of "mineralized" fertilizer will prevent minor element deficiencies from developing is not
correct on the basis of present research findings. It is possible that
where more is known about deficiencies the use of "mineralized"
fertilizers could be warranted as
an accepted practice.

Come aboard the Bonus Bandwagon...

fertilizer for this purpose is encouraged.
In general we think of hidden
hunger as the area of production
where plants look as if they are
normal, but the soil does not have
sufficient plant /ood for maximum
yields.
Dr. W. L. Nelson of the American
Potash Institute said that 40 per
cent of our crops show deficiency
symptoms, 50 per cent will have
hidden hunger with only 10 per
cent giving top yields.
There are many diagnostic tools
available to determine hidden
hunger and predict nutrient needs.
Management is still a prime factor
in drawing the proper conclusions
for correcting problems before they
happen.

54 YEARS OLD
The Kentucky Department of
Highways was established by the
Rate Legislature in 1912.

ATTENTION
Early Christmas Shoppers!

CASH SPECIALS
at Grisham's, 2 days only (Fri-Sat. Nov. 18-19)

2010 25% CASH DISCOUNT
Specials as follows:
SUITS. SPORT COATS, DRESS SLACKS,
TOPCOATS AND JACKETS, SWEATERS

25% DISCOUNT
Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Pajamas, Belts
de
V.

20% DISCOUNT
All first-class name-brand

merchandise; latest

styles
SHOP EARLY AND SAVE

November 17 - Feeder Pig Sale Dresden.
November 19 - Polled Hereford
Sale - Brownsville.
November 21-22 - Tennessee Cattle Feeders Conference - Columbia.

A

Kentucky is one of 25 states aiming at a "hog cholera free" status
by 1972. The state is in phase three
of a four-phase State-Federal program to eliminate the disease from
the country. Phase three involves
disposal of infected herds, with
indemnification of owners for hogs
destroyed because of cholera.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

be

Fulton

220 Main Street
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A big bonus from us! Plenty of hot water for wash load after
wash load! These are what you get if you install a quick recovery electric water heater while the Bonus Bandwagon is here.
Come aboard the Bonus Bandwagon for a quick, dependable
supply of hot water. For a big bonus. See your appliance dealer
today. Choose your quick recovery electric water heater — and
Other laundry appliances — while you can coiled a bonus from

STRONG CHOLERA PROGRAM

to
tr4

GRISHAM'S MEN'S WEAR

BUY AN
ELECTRIC

Paris For All Electric
Shavers At:
86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WAINER .1 SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

seven State-owned

All American farmers face the
question that is brought about by
increasing interest in the possibilities of minor element deficiencies.
They are asking "will the use of
premium grade fertilizer increase
Production high enough over regular fertilizer to justify the additional expense"? Interest among
farmers in this subject has been
reflected in the fertilizer industry
of the manufacturing of premium
grades for mineralized fertilizer.
These premium grades usually cost
the farmer from 5 to 10 per cent
more than the corresponding nonpremium or regular grades.

The upcoming referendum on
Soybean cyst nematodes have
marketing quotas for the 1967 crop
caused thousands and thousands of
dollar losses to Obion County of upland cotton will be conducted
bean growers. Without a doubt the by mail during the period Decemsoybean cyst nematode has been ber 5 through 9, 1966.
the most serious problem to soyThis is the first time that growbean producers of this area.
Due to more favorable weather ers have voted on marketing quotas
conditions the nematodes have not by mail. It is hoped that this more
caused quite as much damage in convenient method will encourage
1966 as in some previous years. a larger vote. Growers eligible to
About 5,000 bushels of Pickett soy- cast ballots in the referendum are
beans, which is resistant to nema- all those who engaged in the protodes, will be available to Tennes- duction of the 1906 crop of upland
see Growers for the 1967 season. cotton. Ballots will be sent to all
During 1966 three experimental growers who are on record in the
plots were in Obion County com- ASCS county office.
paring the Hill variety of soybeans
The quotas will become effective
with a nematode resistant variety
and the board upland cotton diverwith about the same maturity date.
program will be available next
sion
The results of the experiments are
year if at least two-thirds of the
as follows with yield check made on
Field trial reports indicate that
growers voting approve the quotas.
adjacent rows in nematode infestThis upland program would provide the usual "mineralized" fertilizers
ed portions of the fields:
support and diversion pay- 1110 not contain sufficient minor eleprice
D. S. Orr Farm—
ments to correct a real deficiency
ments as well as loans.
Nematode Resistant Beans - 27
bushels
Hill Beans - 9 bushels
Value of increase over check $50.87 per acre
Alvin Ferguson Farm
Nematode Resistant Beans - 35
bushels
Mill Beans - 30 bushels
Value of increase over check $14.17 per acre
W. S. Sellers - Farm Nematode resistant beans - 34
bushels
Hill Beans - 25 bushels
Value of increase over check $25.76 per acre

FARM DATES TO REMEMBER

•
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Kententa
3,738 acres

Without the help of all, we could
Oyster Stuffing — Omit celery not have been so successful.
1
to
onion
...and reduce parsley and
Gratefully,
pint oystablespoon each. Add
CATTLE & HOG SALES THIS
ters, heated in their own liquid and
Billie Bushart
WEEK
drained.
President
Nut Stuffing — Omit parsley and
Mr. and Mrs. Parnell Carrigan will
Fulton Band Parents Club
savory seasoning and add 1/2 cup
have their 2nd Production Sale of
Angus Cattle from Ken-Tenn Angus
Farm at their Farm on State Line
Road near Jordan tomorrow, Wednesday, November 16, beginning at
12:00 noon. Registered Angus Cattle to be offered in the Auction Sale
will include 15 bulls, 13 open heifers, 22 bred heifers and 14 cows
with a number of cows having
calves by their sides.
The Weakley County Livestock
Association will sell 1,200 feeder
pigs at Dresden, Thursday, November 17, at 1:30 p. m. The pigs have
all been vaccinated for Cholera.
The West Tenessee Polled Hereford Association will sell 13 bulls
and 49 heifers at Brownsville, Saturday, November 19, at 12:00 noon.

You've got
the number of
a true bourbon.

7cruss
With JIM PRYOR
45em Mash camool UMW,

TY8arts
BOO acres

SWEET POTATOES — There are
two types: the moist, sweet type,
called "yams"— and the dry type
—lighter colored and less sweet.
Choose sweet potatoes that are
clean, smooth, well-shaped and
firm.

Letters To Editor
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se tie

Olympia Dewey Lab
Knobs
Pennyrtle
15,260 acres 4,000 acres 758 acre* 10000 scas

Cornbread Stuffing — Omit bread
crumbs and savory seasoning. Add
4 cups cornbread crumbs and
teaspoon thyme.

Store sweetpotatoes at room temTo be sure of tende,:ness, make perature. They are sensitive to
sure the label says it's a young chilling injury at temperatures bebird — young hen, young tom, or low 55 degrees.
young turkey.
Popular ways of fixing sweetLook for the official USDA grade potatoes include baked, candied,
of
assurance
mark — it is your
mashed, in croquettes and pudding.
quality. Turkeys that carry the A provocative idea: French fry
USDA Grade A mark must first be your sweetpotatoes.
inspected for wholesomeness. A
CRANBERRIES — Look great,
USDA Grade A turkey is the finest
quality available—it is full fleshed, taste great ,and add that traditional
meaty, well finished, and has an at- touch to Thanksgiving. Look for
plump, bright, firm berries that
tractive appearance.
For less traditional Thankgiving are uniformly well-colored. The
turkey, consider a turkey roast. only decision you have to make on
Turkey roasts — boneless turkey cranberries is whether to use them
meat prepared in ready-to-cook fresh, frozen, or canned — as a
form — have proven to be a highly relish or jelly.
popular food item. And you can
buy USDA Grade A turkey roasts,
too, prepared from the finest quality turkeys.
To make your turkey different,
try a new stuffing recipe this year.

VARIATIONS

DO YOU REALIZE THAT...

if it should exist. Of course, this
does not apply to fertilisers that
are compounded with some specific
minor element or elements to meet
a specific fertilization problem.
It is usually not recommended
that mineralized fertilizers over
regular fertilizers be used. It is
recommended that the use of such
minor elements be utilized to meet
specific deficiencies.
An example of the need of mineral elements is boron on alfalfa,
use of boron on alfalfa has been established -primarily on the basis of
widespread observance of typical
boron deficiencies on this crop. The
response to applications of boron on
alfalfa demonstration fields indicate the need for this micro nutrient. As a results of these observations and demonstrations, it is
known that the general recommendation for alfalfa in relation to
boron is 20 to 30 pounds per year
per acre. This boron can be applied
most efficiently with the usual fertilizer top dressing. Use of berated

us with each purchase.

LIMITED TIME ONLY

The Bonus Bandwagon will be at appliance dealers' stores for a limited time only. Visit your dealer
and collect
today. Choose your laundry appliances early
a bonus from us!

TO COLLECT YOUR BONUS

Purchases of appliances listed
here must be made on or after October 6, 1966. Appliances
must be installed on our lines.
When you buy and install one or more of the listed appliances, bring your sales receipt to our office — and pick up
your bonus.

SPECIAL BONUS OFFERS

Automatic Electric Washer
Electric Clothes Dryer
Electric Water Heater
Sitsuwitaimminitinsiirminiatiessissisisatiotesmsitsisnammassusisseamossmensinstlaistiassensientum

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

$10.00
$15.00
$15.00
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"...and may all of them drive home safely"

Worship at the Church of your Choice
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In a very impressive service Sunday morning, two eiders and three
deacons were ordained and installed
at Good Springs by the pastor Rev.
Dale Shelton. The elders were Lloyd
Watkins and Dwell McCall, who
had served the congregation as deacons for a number of years. The
deacons were Thomas, Bruce, Calvin DeFreece and Larry Watkins.
Bill Matthews is a patient in Fulton Hospital.
Coy Harrison has Been confined
to his home and under doctors
treatment three days this past
week. Hs is improved and able to
be about at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Byars have
returned to their home after *ending a week with parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Byars.
Mrs. T. L. Ainley and Mrs. Hillman Westbrook attended the Synodical meeting of the CPW at Savannah, Tenn. last Thursday and Friday. Mrs. Maley was delegate from
Hopewell Presbytery.
Jeter Bowling. Paul and Coy Harrison attended the singing at Beech
Grove near Gleason, Sunday night.
Mrs. Harrison visited with Carolyn
Bowlin who is recovering nicely
from recent surgery.
Glyn Roberts suffered a knee injury when he stepped in a hole as
he was getting off the combine and
is a patient at Hillview Hospital.
The extent of the injury is not
known at present.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Isbel, Mr.
and Mrs. Cleve Work and Mrs. Lucille Brain visited Miss Eunice
Wilds at Volunteer General Hospital
on Sunday afternoon and found her
feeling better and very cheerful. She
doesn't know just when she will be
able to come home.
Mrs. Winnie Cunningham is still
kept pretty close at home with a
back ailment but is better at present. Mrs. Charlie Bowen and Mrs.
Carl Brann of Latham visited with
her Sunday afternoon.
Nursing School Grant
A Spokesman for the SS. Mary
and Elizabeth Hospital School of
Nursing at Louisville announced
the receipt of a $5500 federal
grant for teething aids under the
1964 Nurses Training Act. The
school has 92 students and is accredited by the National League
of Nursing.

Save 25% of your fuel.
Have 6 indvas of Fiber Glass

TWIN CITY HONE
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main

Rill Taylor

Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
appointment at New Salem Baplist church the past Sunday at 11
a. m., where the attendance was
good. The BTU met at 6:30 p.• m.
after which the evening worship
was devoted to class and congregational singing. All Departments of
Sunday School took part. The public was invited to each Service
throughout the day.
Mrs. May Harris returned to her
home in Jackson, Tenn. Sunday after a visit with her children, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Harris and other
relatives.
Mr. Grant Bynum returned home
from Madison County General
Hospital in Jackson, Tenn., where
he underwent major surgery ten
days ago. He is resting as well as
expected and may his convalescent
days be very speedy.
Mrs. Francis Roberts suffered a
broken ankle in a fall at her home
near here, the past week. Best of
good wishes for this fine lady who
resides on the Huffman farm purchased some time ago. They are
our new residents.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter and
Mr. and Mrs. Burnette Lintz visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hammett on
Paris-Hallow Rock Road last Sunday. Mrs. Hammett is the sister of
Buton, a cousin of Mrs. Lintz. They
enjoyed their visit with the Hammett family very much.
On Wednesday night, November
23, there will be a special Thanksgiving service at New Salem Baptist church, anounced by the pastor, Rev. Russell Rodgers. Bro.
Larry Clark, of Ruthville church,
will be our guest speaker of the
evening. A full program is planned
with the public invited.
Mr. and Mrs. James King and
their two sons, age 9 and 11, of
Chicago have recently moved into
our midst, locating on the farm of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Westbrook. They are Baptists and attend chests at New Salem.
Deep sympathy is extended to
the J. Tr—King family due to his
sudden (Math the past we- .. Burial
in Obion 'County Memorial Gardens.
Most of the bean crop is now being harvested at this writing. The
farmers have been rather busy
with ideal weather for all the harvest, , although there still remains
some corn yet to be picked. The
sowing of Kobe and Korean has
gotten underway and a fair yield
is expected.
Get-well wishes are extended to
Mr. Gordon Mitchell, who entered
the Madison County General Hospital in Jackson, Tenn. He is undergoing treatment and possible
major surgery.

Remembering the blessings of a good life, each
family in our community joins in a single voice
of prayerful thanks on that day set aside for
special Thanksgiving.
Ills our privilege to be thankful, too; thankful
for the many nice people who come to us for
service. We count them all as Our blessings
and wish them all a very happy and bountiful
Thanksgiving Day.

This Feature Is Published With The /lope Thai More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Maks our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1303

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 412-9066

Farm A Auto inaur•nce
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St„ Fulton Office PI10/1111 472.135t

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
E. W. James & Son Supennarkets
Hickman, Ky.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

Fulton Insurance Agency

A MURRAY FIRSTI
The division of music at Murray
State University was the first from
any college in Kentucky and the
first in the nation from a teachers'
college to be accepted for membership in the National Association of
Schools of Music.

In Operation 66 Years

Oxygen-equipped ambulant*

Phone 236-265S

Union City, Tann.

Smyth Fulton, Twin.

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
sw aossaitsry's newest and most modern
Nursing horn.. For reservation call 472-3306
or writs 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

.ralques

Souvenirs
lixestli•M Peed
Private dining for I541

The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 17, 1966

...you could be fined up to $300 for littering roadways and
waterways in Kentucky?
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'Slim Williamson Honored
For Distinguished Service

SOUTH FULTON—

(Conthined rroin ram usual
viewed in the light of cash receipts
and disbursements the cash collected from all sources of the general
fund amounted to better than
last year.
While the cash position in the
Thomas Reginald Williamson, a
general fund reveals a healthy
financial growth and operation, it Fulton County farmer, received
is in the operation of the natural Kentucky Farm Bureau's eighth
gas system that the efficient Distinguished Service to Farm
methods of operation make the Bureau award in Louisville. Tuesday. He was nominated by the Fulgreatest impact.
ton County Farm Bureau.
Having changed the bookkeeping
The award is given annually to
methods to machine tabulation in
the person contributing most to
October 1965, the gas department
his community,
in
showed an increase in sales reve- agriculture
county and state.
nue from $110,261.24 for the fiscal
Williamson has been president of
year ending June 30, 1965 to $127,190.62 at the close of the fiscal year the Fulton County Farm Bureau
for 12 years. He has also served the
ending June 30, 1966.
local Farm Bureau as secretaryWhile sales revenue increased
the treasurer, vice president and a
$17,000.00,
approximately
member of the insurance board.
operating expenses and depreciaBorn on a farm where his mothtion costs increased only $7500.00
showing a net profit percentage on er still resides In Fulton County,
sales of approximately 33 1/3 per Williamson has been very active in
cent. With other revenues the gas 4-H Club work, being a 4-H Club
department showed a net profit of sponsor, working with groups, District 4-H Club Council, attending all
$34,997.81.
meetings of the county, state and
City Manager Henry Dunn, Jr.
district, and taking an active part
revealed to the News that the reeach.
in
ceipts from police fines were five
Farm
When Fulton County
times greater than they were a
Bureau was organized, his father
few years ago.
"This does not mean in any man- was one of the charter members.
ner that there is more crime in Williamson grew up with :'
, arm
South Fulton than there has been," Bureau and has put murh of his
he said. "It's just that we have time and effort into the organizatightened up our methods of hand- tion. He is known as "Mr. Farm
ling the receivables on these fines," Bureau" in Fulton County.
he added.
The robust finacial condition of
the City of South Fulton is even
more significant when one considers that its total property valuation is only $1,437,915.00. Receipts
from these assessments are as follows:
Real Estate
Advalorem
Elec, System

$31,845.99
3,392.42
4,315.18
$39,553.59

Enjoy some of your leftover Thanksgiving turkey in a savory
new sandwich the second day.'there's fresh appeal in Hot Ham and
Turkey Sandwiches topped with a zesty Cheddar cheese sauce and
a sprinkling of almonds.

CLASSIFIED ADS
CV ANTENNAS: We Install] —
frade-repair and move. Get our
slaves. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.

Laurel County
Receives Top
Beauty Award

The clean-up and beautification
program of Laurel County, Ky.,
has received the top award in the
nation in the county division of the
1956 Keep America Beautiful competition.
Mrs. Connie Quinn. director of the
division of beautification of the
Kentucky Department of Natural
ReSoUrces, told the recent sixth
annual Conservation Congress at
Hospital bec s
Louisville that Laurel County
would formally receive,.the award
Baby beds
at the annual awards luncheon to
Vacuum Cleaners
Keep America Beautiful, Inc., in
New York City Nov. 10. Floor polishers
The organization also presents
awards annually to the top state
WADE FURN. CO.
and citizen in the nation for cleanPhone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky. up and beautification efforts. In
1961 Kentucky won the state award.
SALE of registered polled Herefords. (lean pedigrees, outstanding
blood lines. November 12, LiveDremen, Tenn.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
thine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex.
Mange Furniture Co.

Beelerton Cub Pack
To Stage Carnival

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Fri • Sat. Nov. 18 - 19
Three Feature;
Starts at 6:45
Drag Strip Girl
And At 8:30
Motorcycle Gang
And Al 10:00
Lee Mari in Jane Fonda

•.

Cub Scout Pack and Scout Troop
No. 110 of Beelerton will hold a
Winter Carnival on Saturday, December 10, starting at 5:30 p.m.
The Carnival will feature such
amusements as a shooting gallery,
fish pond, dart throw. HOILSC of llor•
rors, bingo, a novelty shop with
handmade crafts for sale and a
snack shop with coffee and homemade pie.
Following the Carnival there will
be an auction and a cakewalk.

Cat Ballou

FEEDING THEMSELVES

Sun - Mon. Nov. 20-21
THREE SHOWS
Starts At 6:45
Tony Randall - Senta Berger
Bang! Bang! You're Dead

As part of Ceylon's grow-morefood campaign, volunteer students
in a 5-month period weeded 13,500
acres for school gardens. Americans are helping by sending vegetable seeds for the gardens, at $2
per package, through CARE, 1720
West End Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 37203.

And At 9:00
Annette Funicello Dwayne Hickman
MURRAY EMPLOYS STUDENTS!
How To Stuff A Wild
The student employment proBikini
gram at Murray State University
employs some 700 students annualAnd Al 10.13
ly. Students may work up to 15
Beach Blanket Bingo
hours a week The rate of pay is
$1 an hour for undergraduates,
$1.10 for graduate students, and $2
Closed Tues - Wed - Thurs. for graduate assistants.

He has been active in the field
of education, one year supplying a
bus and driver to transport children to school. He is active as a
member of the Young Men's Business Club of Fulton, working with
the Banana Festival's Good Will
Program with the Latin American
countries. This year the Williamsons are keeping two of the
"amigos" in their flame for two
and a half weeks.
Williamson is a member of the
Fulton County Sportsman Club,
working closely with the Game and
Wildlife officers. He is an active
member of the First Methodist
Church of Fulton. He is one of the
original members of the Mississippi Area Development Program.
Williamson started the idea of a
Community House, using an abandoned school building. The local
people met there for conferences,
various farm meetings and the women used the building for their
Homemakers meetings.
Williamson is a regular delegate
to the Kentucky Farm Bureau convention.
He owns 333 acres and manages,
as a partner, 323 more. All of his
income is earned from farming.
He is married and he and his
wife have three children.

Handbook For
Loans, Jobs
Is Available

Teen-agers To Dance
Al Country Club
The Fulton Country Club will
have an Informal dance on Friday,
November 18, from 7:30 to 11
p. in., sponsored by the Club teenagers. Admission will be $1.00 per
person.
Each member may bring three
guests. Co-chairmen of the event
are Cindy Hornra and Steve Green.
Brenda Barker and Sharon
Moore have charge of refreshments. Mike Gossum, Dick and
David Jones have charge of tickets.
Music will be furnished by the
Kenetics.

Fulton Homemakers
To Train Officers
The Fulton County Homemakers
will have officers training school
t the Cayce Methodist Church on
Monday, November 21, beginning
at 9:30 a. m. Mrs. Maxine Griffith,
program leader in home economics will attend and train the
presidents.
All other officers, issues and concerns and cultural development officers will meet in the morning.
Beginning at 1 p. m. advisory
council will be held. All concerned,
please attend.

West Fulton P-TA
Is Meeting Today
The regular meeting of the West
Fulton PTA will be held this afternoon in the school library at 3 p.
m. The program will carry through
with the theme of the year, "Look
Back to Go Forward: A Renewal of
Faith," and the November theme,
"A Renewal of Faith in Education."
Mandel Brown, Band director,
will appear with several students in
a panel discussion of the Student
Exchange Program.
All parents are urged to attend.
The nursery will be open.
The Executive Board will meet
at 1:30 at the home of Mrs. L. M.
McBride on Eddings St.

While figures do not lie, and
bookkeeping machines
modern
handle accounts accurately, the
real story of South Fulton's rapid
growth can be attributed to the
dedication and constancy with
which its public officials serve:
Mayor Rex Huddle, Commissioners John Reeks and Harry Allison,
keep in daily touch with the affairs That's Slim Williamson in the center, flanked by people
of the city. The Commission is not him Nut vitality of Pam, Bureau work, his wife Katherine and his long.
averse to attempting bold, new
Your holiday mail will look brightprograms for efficiency. If the time friend County Agent John Watts.
er and you'll feel gayer if you use
programs fail, others are tried and
Christmas peak
thus the city moves along at a
steady pace of progress.
Fast approaching the population
figure of its neighboring half sister
on the Kentucky side, South Fulton
has dozens of development programs in the making. So numerous
are they that this reporter will not
mention them for fear of overlooking some of the unheralded, but yet
significant ones that have not as
yet been made public.
Indeed, the financial condition of
the City of South Fulton shows that
it is a community on the move.

The American Legion's education
and scholarship handbook, "Need
A Lift?", prepared as a service to
students of veterans and non-veterans, which contains information
about an estimated $2 billion worth
of scholarships, loans and parttime jobs at colleges and vocational
schools for qualified high school
students has been presented to
Fulton and South Fulton schools
and Fulton Library by the Auxiliary of the Marshall Alexander
Post 72 of the American Legion.
This annually revised publication
for the 1966-67 school year is recognized as one of the most complete
and up-to-date sources of career
and scholarship information in the
United States. The handbook does
not limit its listings to children of
veterans but contains scholarships
and educational aids which are
available to all students.
Mrs. Clyde Fields, Education and
Scholarship Chairman of the Marshell Alexander Unit, stated that
thousands of young people have not
taken advantage of-the generous
educational aids which are available due to a failure to plan early
for their future education.
She mentioned in particular the
Junior GI Bill which provides up to
$130 per month for four years of
education help for sons and daughters of veterans who lost their lives
or who were permanently and
totally disabled as the result of
military service. Although over
$31,000,000 was available last year
from this source alone, over half of
the young people eligible for this
help failed to apply, Mrs. Fields
said.

Fulton High F1'A's
Going To Murray
Mrs. Leonard Allen, faculty sponsor of the Future Teachers of
America of Fulton High school will
accompany a group of students to
Murray State University today for
a First District Workshop for Future Teachers of America.
The students who are attending
the workshop are: Tom Nanney,
Randall Roper, Carolyn Allen,
Roma Foster, Cindy Homra and
Rita Craven.

PIANO SALE 1

FRIDAY, NOV. 18th ONLY

AMERICANS CARE
Most donors to CARE are avermoderate
Americans of
age
means—last year, the average contribution was $7.62. Funds sent to
CARE, 1720 West.End Ave., Nashville, Tenessee 37203, are used to
provide food, self-help and medical
aid for needy people in 36 countries.

ENE=

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

IN FULTON
Parking Lot Of Fulton Plaza Motel In Highlands

• FLOOR SAMPLES • RENTAL RETURNS
• NEW ORGANS
• NEW PIANOS
ALL REDUCED TO SELL!
NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED!

1962
1962

1961

1961
1961
1964
1940

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Where does it come from?
When you look deeply enough,the
basic energies that push forward
our progress are spiritual — and
could only come from God. This insight changes people's lives. Hear
this public lecture, "Where Does
Energy Come From?" presented
by GERTRUDE E. VELGUTH, CS.,
of the Board of Lectureship of The
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
in Boston, Massachusetts,

Christian Science lecture
XXXX XXX XXXXXX XX XXXXXX XXX
XXXXXXXX XXX 10001 000000
XXX XXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXX XX

NO PAYMENT 'TIL NEXT YEAR!

Paducah Piano Center
Paducah, Kentucky

1954
1958
C8

, In
1944

Admission free • Everyone is welcome
Church of Christ, Scientist
111 Park Street
November 18, 1%6, II P. M.

WILL PAY CASH FOR GOOD USED PIANOS
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Cars

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU
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1965 Ford Falcon 2-dr Ht, V-8,
284.
Dr. Breniman.
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
will be seeking office for the later date and at this time
4-speed; Blue; Term, car;
be
3,316; Richard Nicholson 1,083.
tirst time. Ile is a partner in will list his
Publication of the book is ex"goals for West
new car trade-in
HENDERSON COUNTY
Ilse
Mayfi
eld
law
firm
of
Neely
pecte
Kentu
d
,
about
cky".
1964 Chevrolat Impala 2-dr.
(The candicate's
Jan. 1.
Constitutional Revision - Yes
Reed and Hubbard.
LIVINGSTON COUNTY
mother was born and raised
hardtop; red with black
1,642; No 4,310.
Hubbard said that a rally is in Milburn)
Constitutional Revision - Yes
inside. VS, prwerglide,
U. S. Senate - John Y. Brown
248; No 1,882.
power
steering, power
-Cohan Back Again
2,900; John Sherman Cooper
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
brakes, air.conditioning;
NEW YORK
4,085.
-Uhe times
Sugar Drop Likely
828; John Sherman Cooper 1,474.
We sold it new; traded in
Jumps In 6 Hours
and songs of George M. Cohan
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
LONDON - New soft-drink
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
on new '67 Chevrolet. Oneare to be celebrated in a musi3,307; Richard Nicholson 1,619.
TOWANDA, Pa. i
- Robregulations may bring a reduc1,219; Richard Nicholson 490.
owner, Ky. car
cal planned by Broadway Proert Simpson, 26, made 50
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
tion of nearly 150,000 tons a year
1964 Chev II Nova, 2-dr. tadan,
paraducer David Black.
MUHLENBERG COUNTY
chute jumps in 6 hours and
Scott M. Nall, partner in a Mayin
the
White outside, blue inside,
59
United
CALD
WELL
Kingd
COUNTY
om's sugar
"George M!," is to include
minut
field insurance agency, has been
Constitutional Revision - Yes
es.
He
said it was a world
purchases. The new rules per
cyl, straight, local car.
Constitutional Revision - Yes
such familiar hits as "Yank
record
electe
789;
.
No
d
5,171.
ee
1967
presid
ent of the
mit use of certain quantities of
Tenn. Title
Doodle Dandy" and "Give My
723; No 3,049.
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
Mayfield-Graves County ChamHis jumps varied betwe
saccharin and/or cyclamates
1964 Cher Biscayne 4-dr. 6 cyl,
en 2,Regards to Broadway," plus
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
3,131; John Sherman Cooper
ber of Commerce.
200 and 3,500 feet, excep
for
sweetening.
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
t the
numbers culled for an assort1,188; John Sherman Cooper
4,016.
Nall,
last
jump which was 5,400 feet.
elected at a meeting of
1 owner
ment of 250 hitherto unpublished
2,752.
3,088;
the
Richa
chamb
rd
er
Nichol
son 2,645.
Thursday night,
1964 Ford 2-dr Ht; automatic,
songs owned by the music
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
will succeed Ralph Waldrop
white; Tenn, car; new car
in
lishing firm of Tams-Witmark.
1,872; Richard Nicholson 1,637.
3,088; Richard Nicholson
the post.
trade-in vinyl trim
2,645.
Also elected were three new
elnallsONIMe
1164-11elair Chevrolet, 4-dr seGRAVES COUNTY
LYON COUNTY
directors-Bob Cornman, James
dan power steering and Air;
Constitutional Revision - Yes
W. Willie and David Lookofsky.
Constitutional Revision - Yes
White with blue trim inside.
KEN
1,272;
No 5,707.
I ENN IWO
212; No 1,144.
Nall and the retiring president
New car trade-in "ALES
U.S.
Senat
e-John Y. Brown
DO Buick Electra 225; 4-dr•
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
will meet later this month to
se3,196;
John
Sherm
576:
an Cooper
hardtop; powar steering,
lect a vice president, secret
John Sherman Cooper 877.
ary
5,191.
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
brakes,
and treasurer.
windows
and
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
790; Richard Nicholson 373.
seats; air conditioning.
Nall Is a well known civic and
5,506; Richard Nicholson 1,398.
This car is fully equipped.
athletic leader. He is a.graduate
Black color. Local car
of Mayfield High School and
BUTLER COUNTY
CALLOWAY COUNTY
with Tenn. license
Vanderbilt University. His wife
Constitutional Revision Yes
1963 Corvair Monza 2-dr 4.
Constitutional Revision - Yes
is the former Jane Ann Sexy.
228; No 2,707.
speed; Gold color, bucket
1,055; No 3,827.
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
seats; new car trade-in
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
562; John Sherman Coope
r 2,501.
1963 International Scout pickup
1,850;
BUY
John Sherman Cooper
House-Frank A. Stubbl
efield
4-wheel drive; Ky.
3,244.
719;
Richard Nicholson 1,996.
IN
FULT
ON
Bill
featur
is
ing
this
week
1963 Pontiac Cony, with power
a red
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
FORD - 64 model, 2 door hardnew car trade-in
4,149; Richard Nicholson 625;
Two
Men
Nam
ed
TODD
top
COUNTY
V-8 automatic and Viith
1943 Cher Imp 4-dr. V4,
FINANCE
Osborne 2,166.
power steering.
To Jaycee Posts
Constitutional Revision air, Ps.; Extra Sharp, Ky.
PER
Yes
IN
FULTON
444; No 1,889,
See
FULT
it
now
ON,
at
Ky.,
•
car; new car trade-in
- LarCARLISLE COUNTY
U. S. Senate - John Y.
ry Ader has been appointed
1942 Cher &Oak 4-dr, I cyl,
Brown
inConstitutional Revision - Yes
1,009; John Sherman
ternal vice president of the
PER YEAR ON NEW MODELS
straight; white, red trim,
INSURE
Cooper
Ful310; No 1,879.
1,514,
ton Jaycees to fill the vacan
new car trade-in
cy
IN FULTON
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
House-Frank A. Stubbl
create
d
1942 Corvair Monza 2-dr white
when
Gel
efield
The Best Deal When You Finance
Lindel Greer was
1,313; Richard Nicholson
903; John Sherman Cooper 1,407.
transferred from the city by
new car trade-in
519.
his
_
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
As Well As
Prompt. Coorteons
company.
1962 Ford Station Wagon, low
1,741; Richard Nicholson 241.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
•
Ronnie Shelton was appoin
mileage, Ky. car, 6 cyl.
The 112st Deal When You Trade
SERV
ICE
ted
I
Constitutional Revision to serve as external vice
Traded in on 67 Special
Yes
presiLOGAN COUNTY
1,682; No 5,007,
White outside
dent, the office vacated by
Ader.
I Up To 36 Months
U.S. Senate-John Y.
C
Constitutional Revision Yes
1962 Buick cony. Ps and autoThe
appoi
ntmen
ts were an1,058; John Sherman Brown
309; No 2,888.
To Pay On
matic; Belga, big car; new
nounced by Kenneth
Cooper
Stanley,
1,394.
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
car trade-in
president of the Fulton
New Models I
Jaycees.
House-Frank A. Stubbl
1962 Impala Chevrolet 4-cir, Pg,
330; John Sherman Coope
tat Loan Department
efield
r
4,181; Richard Nicholson
- 638.
Green; local Ky, car, new
1,802.
car trade-in
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
1961 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr.
•-",- 463; Richard Nicholson
1,141.
Sedan White, Blue insidr,
041
Tenn title
UNION COUNTY
1961 Corvair van, white, new
Constitutional Revision Yes
truck trade-in
i8; No 2,708.
1961 Olds power and air, Gray,
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
10
044
New car trade-in
AO; John Sherman
Cooper
63
CORV
AIR; bucker seats,
1960 Belair Cher.
,788.
44/
VS Pg;
65 MUSTANG convertible; 44 on the floor, 36,000 miles
green; 4-door sedan, Ky. car
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
;
speed
ci
sharp
1960 Cher 2-ton
truck with
.823;
Richard Nicholson 831.
64 FORD Galaxia 4-door 8,
63 FORD 2.dr 6 cyl; 1-o
hoist and Omaha grain bed;
automatic, steering; extra
wner,
Sharp
bed & hoist about 1 year
clean
CRITTENDEN COUNTY
62 NASH convertible;
old; the truck is a little
. CLEARANCE FOR CHRISTMAS MERCHA
bucket
63 CHEVROLET Nova SS; red;
Constitutional Revision Yes seats
NDISE
rough
clean car
70; No 2,070.
60 VALIANT 'station wager
1959 Ford 4-dr. Gray-White, VS,
s;
62 CHEVROLET Impala super.
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
straig
ht
shift
automatic, Ky. tags
sport; 1-owner, local car;
62; John Sherman Cooper 1,825.
61 CORVAIR Station
1959 Chev 2-dr, HT 6 cyl; Ps,
Reg. Price Sale Price
Wagon,
white, red bucket seats,
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
LARGE HARD ROCK MAPLE DRES
Automatic
Pg; Black
SER
62 FORD Galaxie sedan, 1
38; Richard Nicholson 1,003.
149.95
60
DODG
E 4-dr; clean.
1959 Buick 4-dr. Ht. Blue, Ps,
owner; clean car
60 CHEVROLET 6-cyl;
clean, Ky. Car; New Car
auto62 FORD Fairlane SOO sedan
FULT
ON
COUNTY
matic; sharp
2 PC. MAHOGANY BEDROOM SUI
trade-in
62 FORD station wagon; local
Constitutional Revision Yes
TE
60 FORD black 4-door
379.95
1959 Olds 4-dr. sedan (good
Galexie,
(3) 61 FORD sedans
120;
No
1,516.
power
steering and brakes;
solid car) loc•I. Ky. car.
(4) 60 FORD sedans
18995
U.S.
Senate-John Y. Brown
air conditioning; low mile1959 Chevrolet Pickup, short.
CHERRY HUTCH & BASE slig
60 FALCON sedan
741; John Sherman Coope
age; clean
htly
dam
r
1,406.
age
d
wide bed, green with
254.
90
60 FORD
convertible
9888
House-Frank A. Stubblefield
local,
60 CHEVROLET 4-door
white top, 6 cyl, straight.
straight
clean car
1,456; Richard Nicholson 364.
stick 6-cyl; sharp
Tenn. title, traded in on'
60 IMPALA hardtop 348; floor
PC.
2
CHERRY BEDROOM SUITE
60 STUDEBAKER,
OD St. Dr.
raw 67 Chevrolet pickup
shift
329.95
59 MERCURY 4-dr;
HICKNIAN COUNTY
1958 Ford 4-dr wagon Tenn. car
Clean
60 OPEL
58 FORD T-Bird,
Consti
tution
al Revision Yes 19995
black, good
1958 Dodge 1-ton truck with
60 FIAT
23; No 1.452.
condition
MAPLE CORNER DESK
cattle bed; New truck trade59 PONTIAC 4-dr. hardtop;
U.S. Senate-John Y. Brown
ing and brakes; clean
44.5
0
in
; low
clean
.75; John Sherman Cooper
mileage
1.298.
1948 Chevrolet 2-ton truck with
19
'
95
MI FORD Fairlane SOO,
House-Frank A. Stubbl
65 FORD pickup custom cab
2 PC. SEALY LIVING ROOM SUI
efield
4-deor;
bed less tailgate; good me,068;
sharp
TE
Richa
rd
65
CHEV
Nichol
ROLET pickup
son 349.
chanically; New truck trade229.
95
55 FORD 4-dr. sedan
64 CHEVROLET pickup;
; clean
in
55 DODGE 4-dr; good
• 13995
HOPKINS COUNTY
63 CHEVROLET pickup; extra
fishing
EARLY AMERICAN SLEEPER
car
Constitutional Revision - Yes
clean
199.95
JEEP Station wagon
1,079; No 6,780.
U. S. Senate - John Y. Brown
14995
56 FORD 1/1 ton picku
.3,442; John Sherman Coope
p; Good
r
SAVE ON THIS HIGH QUA
condition
4,434.
LITY FURNITURE
52 DODGE Van
FULTON, KY.
Hose - Frank A. Stubblefield
3,Wik Richard Nicholson 1,935.
AT THESE LOW PRICES
mos Car lot 472-3241 Fulton 20-25 ollac care, truck
s
Main office 472-2486
Mayfield Highway
MINNEAPOLIS-last year .et
Ellis Heiatiscett - Aubrey Taymillion adults-one-fourth of all
Fulton Phone 472-1621
lor - Larry Seay - Manus
mericans over 2I-went back
Williams - Dwain and Dan
Glenn Starks,
to school. Many of them took
Taylor
Dial 472.3361
Grady and Gaylen Virden
university extension and home
US 45-51 Bypass, North
Lake Street
study courses.
Pht

Krider and Mofield
hivited to Contribute
To Forensics Text

1 County Supports

own

Boy Dies
In Farm
Accident

Carroll Hubbard
Announces For
State Senator

Nall Heads
Mayfield
Chamber

Does a matter

!"•

600 stand between
11, you and a car?
"

LOW COST AUTO LOANS
$500

$100

Kea-Tenn Auto Sales

ity National Bank

I

SOS

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"

Fmlidagg'

9888

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.

VARDEll
FORD SALES

WILSON'MOTORS

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
ne 472-1101

Fulton, Ky.

7S8k.

s

Noyember 17, 1966

Fulton, Ky.
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MACE
...SHOP WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE...THE ORIGINAL SEL • •••.,

La

S
GREEII,L.)
STANT:AT

YOU GET
O :
TapeT
Caslhhiete ygi:,;11:lipI

.

1-

OPS

2CHEER

(Giant or King Size)

LABELS
(G2ianjtOorYKing Size)

ON EVERYTHING YOU BUY
IN THIS STORE

MAXIMUM REFUND
*3.00 IN CASH
SEE ORDER BLANK FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

HURRYOFFER EXPIRES DEC.5,HO

'NOTE: REFUNDS ON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, CIGARETTES AND DAIRY PRODUCTS ARE UNLAWFUL AND MAY NOT BE CLAIMED.

SHOP &
Al PIG(
The Orig
Every
OPE
AL
DA
SUND

A
,

1
.
1
!
•
.
C
A
N
FT
SNOVIDRI
OLE

Si-IORTE N I N G•

.
Vvi-rt-i S50-0 PuRC +A.se 014

111
!.•
1
11
1

PL,
{tA00TH

Colonial
10 Lb. Bag

Lb. 1100.
Cris.
W4

HUNTS — HALVES & SLICES

29 oz. CANS

Pigg

HUNTS FINEST

29c Peaches . . 29oz.cans 24c Fruit Cocktail 5reg.cans $1.00
Pear Halves
39c
Salad Dressing . . Qt. 39c Peas . . 2- 16 oz.cans 29c Pride Corn
PRIDE EARLY JUNE

BLUE PLATE

POTA2013.

LA ULF

Tha

RED WAS14111,

11
.1:
40
4y
0:4

2- 16 oz. CANS

Wish

FRANKS
BLACK 1 oz
.
can
PEPPER
CAMPBELLS

BIG-

* *

BAG'

10''2 oz. CANS

•

SUNFLOWER THE BEST

QUART

Tomato Soup
Complete Stock Of Candied Fruit For
Baking Needs!

12c Sweet Pickles . . . . 45c Flour . . . 5 lb. bag 59c
Your
Baby Food . . 3 Jars 25c Simalac Liquid . . . . 25c

ICE NI

HIENZ STRAINED

3

15 oz. CAN

VANITY

/2 GALLON
•. ALL FLAVORS.•
Poultry Stuffing . . . .33c Mince Meat Pies 2 oz. 39c French Fries 3for $1.00
Apples . . No 1 Cooking 49c Pumpkin Pies . . . . 39c T. V. Dinners
. 39c
Bananas
lb. 10c
I LB.CAN
Cranberries . . lb. 29c
7 oz. BOX

FROZEN

2 LB. BAGS

4 LB. BAG

20 oz.

EACH

GOLDEN RIPE

FRESH OCEAN SPRAY

FOLGER'S

V41 IT"

Stalk
Each

EGGS
Grade
"A"
Medium
44

•

Doz.

5t) PURCHASE

KY. KERNEL IN SHELL

Fresh Crisp Pascal

M CeIoru

PR A

Pecans lb. 49c
FROSTY ACRES

NO
PAR
HEL

5 - 8 oz.

Pot Pies $1.00

4
16oz.
Cans
$1.00

1. PICK
BOOK A
AVOIWO.

by, call
book.
2. S•11 25
it fad,fo

a
.a

Acres of F-11-E-E
Prices In MIN Ad
Parking
Good Thurs. Nov. 17 sru WEI.*

4. say
ma am •
as spot
be nod et

SHOP &
At PIG(
The Oril
E very
OPE
AL
DA
ITU

EXTRA
It's The Best Christmas
Gift You Can Give A
Friend Or Relative...!
We'll Furnish the
Gift Card

BONUS

$25.00 CASH
FREE
TO THE PERSON TURNING IN
THE MOST SUBSCRIPTION
MONEY

And/Or
MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATES

JUST SELL

25,,SUBSCRIPTIONS
—

TO THE

FULTON NEWS

AT THE REGULAR RATE OF
$3.00 PER YEAR

NOT A CONTEST...

Everyone Wins!
See The Bikes
To Be Given Away At
1. PICK UP AN OFFICIAL SUBSCRIPTION SALES
BOOK AT THE FULTON NEWS on Commarcial
Avow*. It you live out in the country and can't come
by, call Sr write and you will b• mailed a coupon
bssok.
2. Eisil 25 nay subscriotions to the FULTON NEWS
at PM for IMO goer to get a bike.

L AO a

subscription coupon with each remittance
Nak$'NEWS and issue an official receipt to the sub.
, scriber. Each subscription must be sold and collected

VP, at the

Regular Rate of 53.00.
Aar Pere= sot selling onesh to quality for a
will be Om a merdiaadthe certificate that can
eliaped at the above Aires. A certificate. has to
t
Wet at one time and at the same store.

I

5. Every salesman may sell as many subscriptions
as he likes and earn more than one bike or certificate. When you have sold your quota you will be
issued a certificate allowing you to pick up your
bike.
6. Each salesman must import once a week ...
on Friday or Saturday.
t
sot
eriptice
1 $25 extra bonus will be i.
to the person turning to the Wiest total of
money. To
qualify tor Itta !Intro, bonus you must tura in at least
$100 worth tof ittlbscriptions. In rase Of tie, Maley
Will be divided.
'
I. Campaign closts December 17, 1966,
entered at any tim• up to that date.

Wade Furniture Company
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

Summer Spanish Unit
Given $77,000 Grant
A grant of $77,000 has been
made to the department of
modern foreign languages by
the US Office of Education for
an NDEA institute -in Spanish
next summer.
MSC has been granted the
only NDEA foreign language institute in Kentucky, one Of 16
Spanish institutes in the nation.
Of seven NDEA Institutes to
be held in Kentucky during the
summer of 1967, Eastern has
been awarded four (English,
reading) the University of Kentucky two (English, history),
and Murray one (Spanish). The
Murray Institute in Spanish will
re-train the largest number of
teachers of the seven in the
State.
Fifty-four secondary school

Friday & Saturday
Double Feature!
(A-MY)

teachers of Spanish from the
South and Midwest wiil be selected from an anticipated 500
applicants.
-These teachers will get seven
weeks of intensive training its
speaking, reading, and writing
Spanish, as well as in applied
linguistics, Hispanic culture and
civilization, and methodology
(which will include observation
of a demonstration class).
Each participant selected for
the institute will receive a stipend of $75 a week, plus 815 a
week for each dependent. Participants will reside in a "lam
guage house," take their meals
together at "language tables."
and will be required to speak
Spanish at all times.
Prof. James A. Parr, head
of the department of modern
foreign languages, will be the
institute director, and Mr. John
Ferguson, assistant professor of
Spanish will be the assistant
director.
Mr. Parr, who is on leave of
abaence this semester to complete his doctoral dissertation
will attend an institute director's meeting Friday and Saturday in Washington, D. C.
The' institute will begin June
12 and end July 28.

The enchantment of Christmas is cherished for a lifetime,
so make it memorable, glowing
and full of wondrous things.
This very special occasion belongs to the home and family,
and the most precious moments
are invariably those when the
whole family takes part. This
year, why not give the younger
members an important role in
the trimming activity. Results
may not resemble Renoir, but
what a canvas of fun-filled
memories you will be painting
for you and your loved ones.
One of the simplest ways to
bring the youngsters in on the
decorating project can he found
at your food store, service station, or wherever you purchase
the family refreshment. Cartons of Coca-Cola during the
holidays will also contain folders with unique cutouts of
Yuletide figures.
They're so simple to assemble. Just cut, score. fold Ind
paste. Presto! You have a
cheery Santa to top off a tray
of goodies, a wise mutt in royal
purple to preside over gifts on
a party table. Give the traditional decorations a new look
with angels of palest pink to
hot orange, and deck the tree
with colorful snow-flakes, stars
and partridges in pear trees.
Six different folders are
available, each containing a

Hot food and refreshing
snacks are quickly prepared
for you and your family-

different cutout figure and
ideas of how to use them in a
host of ways. Decorate the
whole house with them at no
cost and save the budget for
costlier items.
If you can contain the youngsters' excitement, collect the
various carton folders and reserve one night for a trimming
session. Make it truly a family

affair with evei yone from the
youngest to the eldest adding
their artistry—good or bad,
but nonetheless their own—and
taking pride in their creations.
The suggestions in the folders can be an inspiration to
countless decorative uses. Put
your imagination to work. This
kind of trim is more fun than
work!

Phone 472-3657
Your Business Is Apereciated — Billy Gilbert, WM.

PMAafl

Four injured
In Collision
At Fulton

Co-Feature (A)
-THIS
MOTION PICTURE
IS AN ACT OF
PURE AGGRESSION

FULTON, Ky..
Greenfield, Tenn. woman Was
hospitalized and three others
were also injured in a two-car
collision at 11:26 p.m. Friday.
Luvanie Shane was treated al
the Hillview Hospital here then
transferred to the Madison County Hospital in Jackson, Tenn
suffering from a fractured le2
and other injuries.
The other three injured persons, passengers in the Shane
atito, which collided with another auto at the Jefferson Street
and East State Line Road intersection, were treated and released.
According to Fulton police,
the Shane auto's brakes failed
at the intersection and was
struck in the side by a ear driven by James M. Morrisdn, 46,
Martin, Tenn.
Neither Mr. Morrison or his
wife, the only occupants of the
auto were injured in the crash.
Both autos were badly damaged.

Louisville Troupe'
To Present Ballets
On Campus Nov.19

MONICA TERENCE

DIRK

VITTI STAMP BOGARDE

The Louisville Civic Ballet
Company will appear here at
6 p.m. Nos. If in the Auditorium.
Tho Courier-journal hailed a
tecent Civic Ballet perform.
once as "a moving work of
feeling and expression..."
Mr. Lawrence Gradus, director of the company, chorem
craphed two new ballets which
rice possible candidates for the
Southeastern Regional Ballet
Festival to be held in Miami
is May.
The Civic Ballet Company
Will give
more performances

UNdettetleA.CION
MEN'S THERMAL

MEN'S FLANNEL

UNDERWEAR

1
Our regular $1.19 winter weight underwear for comfort in cold weather.
Thermal long-sleeve shirt and anklelength drawers. Sizes: S. M, L, XL,

LADIES' FLANNEL GOWN
Assorted group of waltz and long
length Cotton flannel gowns. Solid
pastels with floral patterned yoke.
Sizes: 5, IA, I., 42-48.

Flawlessly tailored, full cut 100%
Cotton flannel sport shirts in smart
new patterns, new fall colors. Values to $2.00. Our regular $1.50
shirt. Sizes: 5, M, L. Now only ..

INSULATED UNDERWEAR
BOYS'COTTON FLANNEL

Ideal for men who work outdoors
2-piitce suit with zip front. Acetate
shill. Orlon Acrylic insulation.
Cotton lining. Sizes:
S, /A, I., XL

Wide selection of 100% Cotton
flannel shirts in handsome new
patterns, bold new colors. Full cut,
well made. Great for every active
boy. Sizes: 6-16.

BOYS'

0
111111/1814
MEN'S

JACKETS
TERRIFIC
VALUES...

QUILTED
NYLON
INSULATED

Great for casual comfort

• Vinyls

SWEAT

JACKET

SHIRTS

Casual, warm yet lightweight jacket $
with zip front, knit collar and cuffs
100% Nylon outershell, insulated
with Orlon Acrylic quilting
Black. Sizes 5, M, L, XL.

Slight irreguijas of $2
quality. Ouii, regular
$1.19 heavyweight,
full-cut sweet shirt.
Ideal for work or play.

•• •:• •::

:

:

•Nylons

GIRLS' PANTIES

• Parkas
• Bombers

• Elastic leg
•Lace trim
•Colors: Pink,:;:j
whit*, blue
•Sisos: 4-12
•REAL
SAVINGS

• Ski styles
• Westerns
• Sizev. 3-8,6-18
•OUTSTANDING
VALUES!

MEN'S: S. N, t. XL.
• •: :*•':

•Corduroys

FOR

:

7 TRANSISTOR RADIO

55

694 SOCKS

far your listening pleasure
Complete with hand strap, earphone and on•9-volt battery.
/
2e 1 V. inches.
Sive: Only 2V,s21

FOR MEN
Dress stretch anklets,
many embroidered, in
Banlon, Nylon, Orlon.

SAVE OVER V. ON VINYL

PLACE MATS
Terrific special purchase!
Foam back prevents slipping.
Protects, beautifies your table. Wipes clean with damp
cloth. Assorted patterns
100% WASHABLE COTTON

at
GM
ccoxigkckikil
Smart buy in rawhide leather
work shoes. Cushion insole,
roll top, mac toe, storm welt.
6'/,-inch

10

9-Inch$

PLAID SHEET BLANKETS
• TREMENDOUS
VALUE
• 60•7b-inch site
• Assorted colors $
• Stitched ends
• BUT NOW
AND SAVE!

PRACTICAL GIFT FOR YOUR HOME

Beautifully styled year-round shoes designed for
your comfort and convenience. Withstand; weather,
is easy care, and has lasting good looks. Made of
Dupont Nap Corform.

BATHROOM SETS
11 a 36- rug with matching lid
cover of either Cotton or Rayon
pile in selection of smart decorator colors.
Protect and beautify your furniture instantly with
these sturdy throw covers made of durable
washable fabrics. Ideal for car seats, picnic
cloths, TV rugs. Expertly crafted with matching
fringe. Choke of decorator (010rt.
60x72".

FOR ALL OUTDOORS
Our regular $11.00 Full-uroin
leather 9-inch boot with cushion insole, mac toe, 21 iron
cork sole and Goodyear welt.
Now only . .
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HAMBURGER

GOLD CREST

Ducklings
Neck Bones
Pig Feet
Spare Ribs
LEAN & MEATY

lb. 59c
lb. 25c
lb. 25c
lb. 59c

cmcicar4

eces
HAM SLICES Center Cut
BREAST
" 490
41411IGNS Lc t
Half Hams lb.69c Fat Back lb. 29c 6
39LI J9
INGS......
Pork Brains lb. 39c Pork Liver lb. 39c MKS .... .15st
399'
IZZARDS
IA 790
Chuck Roast 49c Beef Liver lb. 49c LIVERS
.

Ground Chuck lb 69c
59c
Pork Chops
Pork Steak lb. 59c
FRESH LEAN

Fresh ICrafts
ORANGE JUICE

Half Gallon 65
We Reserve The Right
To Limit
v.23

Store Hours 8 till 9: p. m.
8 days 9-7 pm.Sundays

MURREL BACON lb. 69c
SLICED JOWL 3lb. $1.09
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